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Abstract
PrizmaPlus is a high speed ATM switch chip, developed at IBM Zurich Research
Laboratory, Switzerland. For testing this chip, testcases are written. An architectural expansion in the chip, called Control Packet Handling, had to be tested.
New testing features had to be added for this, including a microprocessor interface, to and from which control packets can be sent. A Read and a Write Control
Packet Testcase are written. Furthermore two testcases are written for checking
the Link Paralleling functionalities at the outputs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Because communication is one of people's most important needs, they keep looking for new ways of transmitting and receiving messages. Lately this has lead to
research on and development of a universal communication network, which can
handle different types of traffic like data, voice, and video. This new technology
is called Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A TM), and is based on packet switching of short, fixed length packets. It will be the standard for the future public
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN).
At the IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, a new switch is being researched and
developed, called the PrizmaPlus. This integrated switch chip, suited for broadband telecommunications, is based on ATM. However, it is not restricted to this
technology, but can also be used in other applications.
In order to verify the functionalities of this switch, testcases are written. This is
done during the development of the PrizmaPlus switch. The tests are used for
providing information about the behaviour of the switch in predefined situations.

Structure of the report

Routing of packets within a network is done via nodes (switches). The tasks
of such a switch are routing, queuing, and header translation. Packets can
be switched from a certain input to a certain output. A special switch is the
PrizmaPlus. The structure of this switch and some features are explained in
chapter 2. This gives an overview of the object that has to be tested.
In chapter 3 the principles of testing are discussed. First the several types of
testing are discussed, after which we will focus on one of these types, called
design verification. Then the way testing is done for verifying the design of the
PrizmaPlus switch is explained.
The test environment lacked features to test control packet handling. Some new
test features were added to this environment. Chapter 4 explains these changes,
including the microprocessor interface, which is implemented outside of the test
environment. Furthermore, the way control packets can be read by and written
from this implemented microprocessor, is described. The application registers
needed for this are explained, after which the steps for reading and writing of
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control packets are pointed out.
Two testcases are written for checking the control packet read and control packet
write functionalities. Architectural aspects and the general solving methodology
for these testcases are discussed in chapter 5.
As an example of how testcases are realised, the procedure of writing the Link
Paralleling Output Testcases are described in chapter 6. Several kinds of link
paralleling can be applied in the PrizmaPlus switch architecture. The Link Paralleling Output Testcases check these features at the output side of the switch.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes the work.
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Chapter 2
PrizmaPlus
The switch that is being developed at IBM research, is called PrizmaPlus. Its
design is based on ATM, but this is not a restriction. The switch could also be
used in other applications, like multiprocessor interconnection. In this chapter,
the architecture of the PrizmaPlus will be described.

2.1

General Switch Overview

The basic functions performed by the PrizmaPlus, are routing and queueing. The
third function, header translation, should be done in front and after the switch.
Adapters are used to add an internal header to the fixed size packet. If for instance
ATM packets (cells) are sent to an adapter, it will read the five header bytes of
such a cell. Depending on the content of this header, extra bytes are added. The
new internal header contains routing information for the switch, and the type of
the cell. So, internally the chip uses enlarged packets. Figure 2.1 visualises the
way these basic functions are implemented in the PrizmaPlus architecture.

packet

packet

Figure 2.1: Implementation of basic functions in the PrizmaPlus architecture
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The PrizmaPlus is an Ni *No switch, which means there are Ni input ports and
No output ports. Packets can be sent from one of the Ni inputs to one (or
more, in case of multicasting) of the No outputs. This routing is determined
by the destination address in the packet header, which is called self routing. In
figure 2.2 the physical structure of the PrizmaPlus is shown. The architecture is
based on shared memory queueing. It is divided into a data section and a control
section.
• Data section:
The data is passed through this part. Packets are received by the Input
Controller, where an address is allocated to them. Via an input router the
data is stored in the packet memory at the given address. The data can be
written to an output via an output router and the Output Controller.
• Control section:
This part takes care of the allocation of free addresses to inputs via the
Input Controller. Furthermore it writes addresses to the Output Controller
in order to write data to an output. The Address Manager allocates free
addresses to inputs. Once a packet arrives at an input, it gets an address.
This address is sent to the Output Queue Access Manager together with
the packet type and routing information. The Output Queue Access Manager then writes the address to the appropriate output queue( s). The first
address in a queue (the one with the highest priority) is sent to the Output
Controller, and the data stored at this address can be transmitted. Once
a packet is transmitted, its address can be sent to the Address Manager,
because it is free again.

2.2

Speed Expansion and Memory Organisation

The PrizmaPlus is organised in such a way that the physical port speed of the
switch can be increased, called Speed Expansion. Speed is increased by applying
more than one switch chip. Speed expansion of 2 and 4 is possible (which means
that two resp. four chips are used).
When using speed expansion, the packets have to be split in X parts, where X is
the speed expansion factor. This is done by an adapter which is placed in front
of the switch. These X parts, called "logical units" can then all be switched at
the same time, which declares the gain in speed.
The packet memory, in which data is written, is split into groups, which all consist
of four rows. The way a packet is written in the memory, depends on the kind of
speed expansion being used. If no speed expansion is applied, packet data will be
written into four rows within one group. In figure 2.3 the memory organisation
is shown for the case that 2-way speed expansion is applied. Two (independent)
packets are split and written into the same Master and Slave groups.
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Figure 2.2: PrizmaPlus physical structure

Two switches are used, because of 2-way speed expansion. Thus a packet is split
into two logical units (each consisting of two segments), and each segment is
written into a row.

2.3

Link Paralleling

In a network, there are differences in amounts of traffic between several links. If
the amount of traffic on a link between two nodes is relatively high, there can
be a need for using more links. In this way the traffic capacity can increase. A
mechanism to make this possible is called link paralleling. Several input ports
and/or output ports are connected in such a way, that they are seen as one logical
port. The linked ports then behaves as one port running at a higher port speed.
Packets belonging to the same logical connection can be received and transmitted
from any of the link paralleled ports.
Link paralleling can be done at the input and the output side of the PrizmaPlus.
If one set of outputs is link paralleled, then the connected set of inputs in the
next stage in a multistage network should be programmed to be link paralleled
as well.

If a difference in speed capacity exists between two networks which have to be
connected, this method can be applied. Note that in ATM networks, packet
sequence has to be maintained. Thus, packets belonging to one logical port but
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Figure 2.3: Memory organisation with 2-way speed expansion

sent via different physical ports (link paralleled) should not overtake each other.
With the PrizmaPlus switch 2-way and 4-way link paralleling can be applied.

2.4

Application Registers (ARG)

Information about the configuration of a switch is stored in so called Application
Registers (ARG). The Mode Register for example, is used to define the operation
mode. The content of registers can be read via an OCM (On Chip Monitor)
interface. Programming a register via this interface is only possible if the register
is writable.
In order to achieve the desired way of packet handling, initialisation of application registers is done. Things like threshold values, port enable values, and
the operation mode are defined first. During operation, changes can be made in
writable registers if necessary. Thus the way packets are handled can be changed
while the switch is in operation.
The OCM interface has a limited address space. Since PrizmaPlus contains
much more application registers than supported by the OCM, a special mapping
is used from the OCM address space to some registers. This special mapping is
called paging. An address register and a data register are used to program other
registers. The address register can be programmed to "point" to the address of
the register to be read from or to be written to. The register is programmed or
read via the data register.
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2.5

Flow Control at the Input and Output Side

At the input and output side of the PrizmaPlus, a flow control concept has to
assure that no packets get lost unexpectedly. For more information about flow
control in general, see appendix B.3.
• input side:
A flow control signal is used for each priority to inform about the status.
Three issues are of importance here:

- output queue full status
- shared memory full status
- address availability at an input
• output side:
A flow control signal enables an output to transmit a packet.

2.6

Packet Reception and Detection

The reception of packets at the several inputs of the PrizmaPlus is asynchronous.
Packets can be sent to different input ports with any relative delay. Though,
packet reception at one input is done synchronously. Once the start of one packet
is known, synchronisation is reached so that the start of all following packets is
known. If no packet arrives at a time, an idle packet is sent. The start of a logical
unit is determined by means of a start-of-frame signal, called the data delimiter.
If a CRC-error is detected, this logical unit won't be received. The next logical
unit will be detected correctly again, because of the synchronisation.
When applying external speed expansion, there is one Master and one or more
Slaves. A packet is split into several logical units. Each logical unit is sent to one
switch, which should handle this part of the packet. The inputs at which these
logical units (belonging to the same packet) arrive, are related to each other.
This means that the arrival times of these logical units are also dependent on
each other. Because the propagation delay times from adapter to the switches
can vary, a window is defined in such a way that Slave logical units can arrive
two clock cycles later or earlier compared to the Master logical unit.

2.7
2.7.1

Normal Packets versus Control Packets
Normal Packets

Normal packets can be routed from an input to one or more output(s). When
arriving at the input controller, a free address is provided. The packet can be
stored in the shared memory at this address. A so called bitmap, written in the
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header, contains the information to which output queue(s) a packet should be
routed to. Via the output controller, the packet is sent out.
In order to be able to distinguish between more and less important packets, several priority classes are defined. Per output queue, an output queue threshold
can be programmed for each priority class. The total number of packet addresses
stored in an output queue for a certain priority, is limited to the threshold number attached to this priority. Packets with a higher output queue priority overtake packets with a lower output queue priority. Furthermore, a shared memory
threshold can be programmed for each packet priority level. The total number
of packets in the shared memory determines, together with the threshold for a
priority, if a packet with this priority can be stored in the shared memory.

2.7.2

Control Packets

Normal packets are routed from an input to one ore more output(s). For control
packets there is a difference. These packets are routed from an input to a microprocessor interface or from a microprocessor interface to one or more output(s).

Control Packet Tasks
The need for control packets arised because of testing and switch-management
functions.
Control packets are used for management of switches in a network. Every switch
in a network is connected to a microprocessor. The adapters which are connected
to the switches are attached to a microprocessor as well, which we call a central
point. Information can be exchanged between the microprocessors by means of
control packets. Three different applications can be thought of:
• Testing switch continuity:
A central point periodically checks the switch, like its connectivity.
• Updating configuration information:
A control packet is sent from the central point to a switch, containing information about configuration changes that need to be done. The attached
microprocessor reads the control packet, and uses the information to set
certain application registers to another value. In this way the switching
system can always be updated, without shutting it down.
• Maintaining the Look Up Table:
The Look Up Table contains information about connections, called the
Virtual Connection Identifiers. Via control packets, the maintenance of
this table is done.
Furthermore, there should be a possibility to test a PrizmaPlus switch, without
the need of any other modules. One example of how testing could be performed
is the following:
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A packet is generated by the microprocessor, which is attached to the switch, and
sent to an output, let's say output O. This packet then is sent to input 1 of the
same chip by simply connecting output 0 with input 1. A bitmap translation in
the header of the packet makes possible that cyclic routing is performed. In the
end, the packet will be translated into a control packet again, and therefore it
will be routed to the microprocessor. After that, it can be checked if the packet
is routed correctly through the switch.

Control Packet Handling
Control packets are handled in another way than normal packets, although their
formats are similar. They are specified by a certain packet type. Two different
cases can be distinguished for this kind of packets:
• Control packet read
A control packet is sent from an input to the microprocessor attached to
a switch. In order to route this kind of packets in a special way, their
memory addresses are stored in a special control packet queue, which does
not support priority levels. Like the other output queues, the control packet
queues also have a programmable threshold. In section 4.4.2 a detailed
description is given of the steps being performed during Control packet
read by a microprocessor.
• Control packet write
A microprocessor creates a control packet. The data is written into the
packet memory. After this is done, the packet can be transmitted to one
or more outputs. The steps for performing a control packet write by a
microprocessor are given in section 4.4.2 as well.
In fact it is not necessarily a control packet which is created and sent by the microprocessor. When performing tests, also other packet types can be transmitted
for special testing purposes.
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Chapter 3
Testing Principles
In this chapter testing principles within a design process are discussed. Testing
can be done at different levels and in different ways. After a short introduction
about several types of testing, one type is discussed in detail, the design verification. Then, an overview is given of the test environment which is used for
testing the PrizmaPlus design. When using this test environment, several testing
constraints have to be considered. These are explained here as well.

3.1

Design Processes

When designing a product, several steps have to be taken in this process. First
a specification is produced, in which all objectives for the product are included.
It is used in the next step for the creation of a solution, involving synthesis
and construction. Once a solution is found which is expected to be satisfying the
specification, the implementation can be done. Then, an evaluation or verification
step is used to see if the result of the implementation equals the expected result.
In figure 3.1 the basic design process is shown [Koomen91].
I SPECIFICATIO

IMPLEMENTATION

design
knowledge

building
blocks

Figure 3.1: The basic design process
We can ask ourselves if design verification (by means of testing) is really necessary,
or if proving might be better. Testing is not a completely reliable method of
demonstrating correctness!. In fact proofs would be better. But proving also has
its disadvantages:
1 Dijkstra quoted this as follows (for software testing): "Testing can be used to show the
presence of bugs, but never to show their absence" .
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• Small changes in a system can lead to big changes in proofs.
• With the increase of system complexity, the complexity of proofs increases
even more. Thus, the realisation of proofs can be practically impossible.
• Proofs can contain failures, which makes them not completely reliable either.
Tests have the advantage of providing accurate information about the actual
behaviour of a product, with reasonable effort.

3.2

Types of Testing

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, design verification is a way to check if
the design achieves the required function. There are two other types of testing
that can be distinguished, which are used in different situations:

• Production Test:
Check if the manufactured copies of a circuit confirm to the design.
• Maintenance and Repair Test:
Locate defects in an item so that it can be corrected.
These different testing types are related to respectively development, production,
and service constraints. For every type there are specific tools and solutions. Design verification corresponds to software tests, while production test and maintenance and repair test correspond to hardware tests. In this thesis, the Design
Verification is the type of testing we will focus on. Starting the verification at
this (highest) level is necessary in order to achieve a functionally correct system.
Within the type of testing Design Verification, there are several levels at which
a circuit can be tested, see figure 3.2 [Davidson89]. Complexity is reduced by
starting to test the circuit at the highest level (the architecturalleve0, and step
by step moving towards the lowest one (the transistor level). There might be
situations in which testing at a certain level is not possible, for instance due to
timing restrictions. The only solution in such situations, is to perform tests at a
lower level.

3.3

Design Verification

In order to verify a design, a specification is needed. The design is said to be
correct, if its implementation realises these specifications. Thus, the exactness
with which a specification is written is most determining for the quality of a
design and its verification.
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System level

Figure 3.2: Levels of circuit hierarchy

Design verification can be performed by means of testing. The accuracy and
validity of the verification depend on the number and quality of the checks applied. We will perform design verification at the system level of abstraction,
which means that a reduced complexity can be applied. System design processes
are based on a "black box" formulation: design goals at the input of the black
box are transformed into design results at the output side.

3.3.1

Black Box Modelling of Packet Switching Systems

In figure 3.3 the formal and general description of a packet switching system is
illustrated at the system level [Herkersdorf91]. Packets can be sent from any of
the inputs 10 .. 1m to any of the outputs 0 0 .. On' At this system level of
abstraction, paths are the functional building blocks which describe the packet
switching system. The advantage of using this high system level approach is that
only a small number of functional building blocks is needed.
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I]

1m

•
•
•

•
•
•

00

On-l
On

Figure 3.3: The black box model of a packet switching system

3.3.2

Error possibilities

Several errors can occur in a packet switching system, once a packet is sent over
a path through this system. The following errors are considered:
• packet loss
• packet duplication
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• wrong packet sequence
• wrong output
• wrong packet length
• corrupted packet content
• timing constraints not satisfied
Design verification at the system level should always lead to the detection of
these errors. A disadvantage of verification at this level of abstraction is the fact
that it is hard to locate the cause of an error. The fault localisation is restricted
to paths, because a path is the smallest functional building block which can be
identified to be erroneous. Though, in order to verify the behaviour of a switching
system, fault detection has a higher priority than fault localisation.

3.3.3

Testcases

In order to detect errors as listed above, testing has to be done. For this, testcases
are written which are based on checking the design of a packet switching system.
There are several categories into which test cases can be classified. Major types
within this classification include [Hetzel88]:
• Requirements based testcases
Derived from the specifications or understanding of what a packet switching
system is supposed to do. Here black box modelling is used.
• Design based testcases
Derived from the logical packet switching system structure.
• Randomised testcases
Derived from a randomising technique.

Requirements Based versus Design Based Testing
Preparing a test design involves deciding which sources of test data are most
appropriate and making a testing strategy. Most testing involves a blend of the
types of testcases mentioned above. Requirements and design based cases play
a particularly dominant role. The main differences between these two types are
summarised here.
Requirements Based Tests

• Independent of design logic (black box)
• Derive from system specifications
• No testing possible for "extra features" implemented within the black box
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Design Based Tests
• Dependent on design logic (white box)
• Derive from system structure
• No testing possible of functions seen outside of the white box
In order to cover as well all extra features within a packet switching system design
as all functions defined in the specifications, a combination of these two types of
testing in a test case strategy is needful. In this way we create a so called "grey
box" by testing as well the requirements as the system design.
Testing of a packet switching system is done by writing several test cases for
different scenarios. Why this partitioning is done will be explained later on,
when talking about Testcase Partitioning. Thus, the given scenarios are checked
separately by writing specific testcases (requirement based, design based, or a
combination of these two types of testcases).

Randomised Testcases
Randomised testcases have another purpose. Some situations might be overlooked by the other, "normal" testcases. The randomised testcases check the
packet switching system in total, by generating traffic randomly. Separately
tested, different parts within the system might function correctly, while combinations can lead to errors. If not yet taken into account, such errors might be
detected by a random testcase.
Testcase Partitioning
The effectiveness of a test case can be expressed by the coverage of error situations
that might occur. This should however not lead to putting several non-related
items into just one testcase. One big testcase 2 does not have to be more eligible
than several smaller testcases. There are three reasons for splitting testcases into
several parts:
• Complexity
Bigger test cases have to consider more scenarios which have to be tested.
Thus, the complexity increases rapidly. One will overlook some aspects
more easily, and the error probability of the testcase implementation itself
becomes bigger.
• Fault localisation
Fault detection is followed by fault localisation and fault correction. Once
an error is detected by using a big testcase, localising this error is rather
2Note that the term big testcase here does not reflect to the number of lines in a testcase.
It means that several items which have to be tested, are combined within one testcase.
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difficult. When using several smaller testcases, error localisation is easier. Although fault localisation is a second-order goal compared to fault
detection, it should be kept in mind.
• Simulation time
The time needed for testing a certain part of a system, called the simulation
time, has to be considered. This time is proportionately dependent on the
testcase "size" .

3.3.4

Test Environments

For testing a packet switching system, a test environment is needed which makes
the writing and execution of testcases possible. In general, the activities within
such a test environment can be split into three parts:
• Generating activities
• Simulation activities
• Checking activities
In the generation part a solution for the design intentions can be produced. This
means that data can be created such that the system functionality for a certain
predefined situation can be tested. The data is used as input for the simulation
part. In this part, the processing of the packet switching system takes place. After
processing an evaluation mechanism has to determine existing inconsistencies to
the imposed limitations. This is done in the Checking part. Figure 3.4 illustrates
the test environment activities.

../ Intensions
Specifications ~ . . .
LImItations

-----;~

Results

Figure 3.4: Test Environment Activities

As can be seen in this figure, there are several possibilities in which the testing
activities can be performed. This leads to different test environmental architectures. The first possible architecture is the one where the following order is
kept:
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Generation ~ Simulation ~ Checking
The advantage of this architecture is that the whole activity of testing can be
split into three parts, which can be executed chronologically after each other.
This is the easiest way of testing. But of course there is also a disadvantage.
"Special" occurrences during simulation or checking cannot influence the generation activities anymore. All intentions have to be covered before going to the
simulation part.
Another possible architecture is the one with which during simulation also generation can be done:

Generation ~ Simulation ~ Checking
~

Thus arising intentions while simulating already can still be handled, which makes
it a "reflecting" architecture. This makes writing testcases more flexible, because
scenarios can be created according to "non-deterministic" actions taking place
in the packet switching system. Though, implementing such an architecture is
more difficult than the previous one.
There is also the possibility to create an architecture in which new intentions are
not only passed from the simulation part to the generation part, but from the
checking part to the generation part as well:

Generation ~ Simulation ~ Checking

~

If an error is detected in the checking part, we have the opportunity to stop
generation and simulation before finishing the whole test. Due to this, simulation
time can be shortened (in case of error detection) and the complexity of fault
localisation can be reduced. But a test environment with that much flexibility
also has a big disadvantage. Because checking has to be done while simulating,
timing aspects are very critical here. In order to make optimal usage of the
advantages of this architecture, we have to know at what time a certain check
can start to be performed.

3.4

Testing of the PrizmaPlus switch

The design of the PrizmaPlus switch chip is performed modularly. Behaviour
models are written on a per module basis. The correctness of this behaviour
has to be tested via testcases. In this section several issues which deal with this
testing are described.
3~4.1

The PrizmaPlus Test Environment

Design verification is the type of testing used for checking the PrizmaPlus architecture. We can classify the testcases which perform this checking as a combina-
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tion of requirement based and design based; requirement based because the tests
are performed with a test environment which is a black box model, and design
based because the architecture of the switch (within this black box) is involved
while designing testcases.
The testcases are written for testing at three different levels:
• C++ behaviour model:

A system is split into several modules in order to decrease the complexity.
Each module is described by one object. Every clock cycle the state of each
module can change. The connectivity between these modules is described
here as well.
• VHDL source:
This is a translation from the C++ behaviour model to synthesisable VHDL.
• VHDL synthesised:
Here the final hardware structure can be seen, presented as a netlist.

The test environment is divided into the three subactivities generation, switching, and checking, as mentioned in section 3.3.4. In figure 3.5 [Schuringa95]
an illustration is given of the test environment used for testing the PrizmaPlus
switch. The subactivities are performed sequentially, which keeps the test environment complexity low in comparison with the complexity of "reflecting" architectures.
Check information

ooEE:------,G"e-n-er--,at~lo-n------;;.;;.

ooEE:---..,.S.....W.. .,lt.ch....,m-g--?o-;;.
....

ooEE:------,C'""h-e--.ck....,m-g---~;;.

Figure 3.5: Test environment

Generation:
First, a testcase program is written. Here we specify what is tested, and the
configuration of the switch during this test. Commands that can be written in
such a program are:
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• Send a packet, type X, from a certain input to a certain output at time Y.
• Perform a so called" extended" check.
• Send a special signal, like grant.
A data generator processes the information that is written in the testcase, and
writes the different kinds of data to several files. There are two kinds of input
data files:
• a file containing the configuration information
• files containing packets and signals to be sent.
Furthermore there are files containing additional information, which is used by
the checker.

Switching:
The simulation of the switch can be performed in three different ways, as described before. The input files are read, the packets are switched, and they are
written to the output data files. From a test environment point of view, the used
model (C++ or VHDL) is fully transparent. The interface code is used to adapt
input and output data if necessary.

Checking:
The last step performs the checking of the switch functionalities. The output data
and the additional information are checked. In this way the switched packets are
analysed for correctness. The simulation results, written in the output data files,
are compared with the expected results. Two kinds of checks can be performed:
• Basic checks
These are checks which are always performed. Things that are checked,
are:
Corruption
This is the first check on every packet. If the length of a packet is
correct, a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is performed. Though, if
one of these checks fails, the packet has been corrupted.
Routing
It is checked if a packet has left the switch at the right output. Furthermore packet sequence should be maintained for all packets of the
same type, sent from the same input to the same output. Thus we
check if illegal overtaking, packet duplication, or packet loss occurred.
• Extended checks
These checks are only performed if specified in the testcase program. The
goal of these checks is to find out if a certain action is performed before.
For example, when there is written into a register, an extended check can
be performed to check the new register value.
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Once the checker is ready, its information is written into a report file. After
performing a test case, this file can be used to read configuration information and
error messages (only if there were errors of course).

3.4.2

Structure of Testcases

Testcases are written in C. Because of the special purpose character, some special
functions are written. The testcase language can then use commands especially
required for creating packets, for sending special signals (i.e. delays), and for
informing the checker about what should be checked.
The structure of a testcase-program can be divided into five parts:
• Configuration part
Here the switch configuration is specified. For example the packet size,
speed expansion, and number of inputs can be part of it. Furthermore
test case specific constants can be specified here.
• Global declaration
Global variables can be declared here.
• Functions
Subprograms can be written to keep the structure clearly.
• Initialisation part
Statements that have to be executed at the beginning of a testcase, are
written in this part.
• Program part
This is the main program, in which the test case actions are written.
As an example in figure 3.6 a small test case program is shown. Here, sixteen
packets (=TotaLPorts) are generated. Each packet is sent from one input to one
output at time "new_time" with priority 0 (highest priority).

3.4.3

Testcase implementation

For verifying the designed PrizmaPlus architecture testcases are needed. Because
of the three reasons mentioned in section 3.3.3, testcase partitioning is applied. A
division is made such that different sections within the PrizmaPlus architecture
are tested seperately. For each functionality that has to be tested, a testcase
description gives the global specification of the things to be tested.
Based on a testcase description one or more test case programs are developed.
An entire testcase can consist of multiple independent testcase programs, which
contain parts of all things to be tested. In order to link all parts, and to run the
total test with various parameters, a regression file is used.
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1* Start of the test case example *1
#ifdef CONFIG_PART

1***** CONFIGURATION PART *****1
%include prizmaplus.cfg

1* Testcase-configuration *1
%define SPEED
1
1* Use no speed expansion
%define IT
31
1* Idle Time at start
1* Total number of ports
%define TP
16

*1
*1
*1

PortSpeed = $(SPEED)
Idle_Time = $(IT)
Total_Ports = $(TP)
#else
#include "tester.h"

1***** GLOBAL PART *****1
int PortSpeed, Idle_Time, Total_Ports;
int new_time;

1***** FUNCTION PART (no functions defined) *****1
1***** INIT PART *****1
void initO {
II read default values of *.cfg
PortSpeed = Get Integer (IPortSpeed");
Idle_Time = GetInteger (IIdle_Time");
Total_Ports = Get Integer (ITotal_Ports");
new_time=Idle_Time;
}

1***** PROGRAM PART *****1
void program() {
int port;
for (port=O; port<Total_Ports; port++) {
Gen (port, port, new_time, 0);
}

}

#endif

Figure 3.6: Testcase example
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Thus there are several testcases which all test a certain part of the total PrizmaPlus
architecture. An exception has to be made for the random testcase, which verifies
the design under "extraordinary" configurations. Combinations of several architectural features are randomly chosen, like link paralleling, control packet read
and write, and flow control. With this testcase, we try to find not yet discovered
errors, for example arising because of using combinations of special features in
the architecture.

3.4.4

General Testcase Design Strategy

All testcases are designed in the same, structured way. The following pattern is
used:
1. Global specification
A short description of the specific testcase requirements.
2. Refined testcase specification
A more detailed specification about the requirements. Features and restrictions of the test environment are not considered in this step yet.
3. Test scenario specification
Requirements are translated into test scenarios which ought to cover these
requirements. The scenarios are specified under consideration of the test
environment features and restrictions.
4. Testcase implementation
The way a test scenario is implemented in the testcase language.
When going from step 2 to 3, the testing constraints described in section 3.5 have
to be considered. Furthermore, we have to define the desired states already in
the generation part. Actions, defined in this part, can not be made dependent
on occurrences during simulation. In chapter 6 an example is given of this whole
testing strategy.

3.5

PrizmaPlus Testing Constraints

The way testing
generated by the
switch). Packets
not influence the
want to do.

is performed can be seen as black box testing. Packets are
test environment and then they are passed to a black box (the
coming out of this black box are then checked. Thus, we can
behaviour of the switch chip itself, which we in fact also don't

This limitation means that, when writing a testcase, in some cases it is necessary
to take certain switch implementations into account. The main causes for adapting testcases to the switch implementations are timing relations. The inputs of
a switch for instance, are handled in a cyclic order, which leads to uncertainties
about the packet sequence. If two packets which arrive at different inputs, in a
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special order and with a limited time distance, go to one and the same output,
their sequence at this output is not determined.
The cyclic order means that only one input is processed at a time. This order
is of a special kind, because of timing reasons. Here an exampled is given for a
16x16 switch:
• First the inputs with number n

= 0, 4, 8, and 12 are processed sequentially

(n MOD 4 = 0).
• Then the input numbers n
• input numbers n

= 1,5,9, and 13 (n MOD 4 = 1).

= 2, 6, 10, and 14 (n MOD 4 = 2).

• input numbers n = 3, 7, 11, and 15 (n MOD

4=

3).

Now suppose packet 'A' is sent to input i at time t, and will be routed to output
o. The input being processed right now is input (i+4) MOD 4. If one clock cycle
later packet 'B' arrives at input (i-4) MOD 4 (which will be routed to output 0
as well), then this packet will be processed before packet 'A'. Thus, the packet
sequence is dependent on the time packets arrive, related to the input being
processed at that time. In figure 3.7 this is visualized. The case described here,
is case 1.
case 1

case 2
Tillie t+ I 1-4
Packet B

Tillie t+ I 1-4
Packet B
Tilllet I
Packet A
Input being
processed __ 1+
at Tillie t

o

Sequence:
1. Packet B
2. Packet A

Input being
processed
at Timet

Tilllet I
Packet A
1+4

Figure 3.7: Packet sequence determination
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o

Sequence:
I. Packet A
2. Packet B

Chapter 4
New Developed Testing Features
Control packet handling has led to the need of several new test features. The
test environment needed to be expanded and a microprocessor functionality was
needed for performing new control packet handling testcases. This chapter describes all new features to make these tests possible. First the changes in the environment are discussed, and after that the microprocessor interface is explained
in detail. The way these new features are used for control packet handling, is
described in this chapter as well.

4.1

Test Environment Requirements

The test environment activities used for verifying the PrizmaPlus architecture
are defined to be sequential, as already discussed in the previous chapter. For
instance, simulation can not influence generation no more. We could think of
implementing microprocessor functionalities in this test environment, and in this
way communicate with the PrizmaPlus switch. Though, this would lead to a
major change in the concept of the test environment. The concept would no
longer be based on sequentially performing the steps generation, simulation, and
checking, because during simulation, communication takes place between the microprocessor and the switch. Output data of the switch should not only be looked
at during the checking phase anymore, but also during generation.
In order to keep the already existing concept, the microprocessor is not implemented as a part of the test environment itself, but as a C++ behaviour description. Though, we emphasise here that this functionality should not be seen as
a part of the PrizmaPlus behaviour model. The microprocessor is only implemented for testing purposes, as illustrated in figure 4.1.

4.2

Test Environment Expansion

In section 3.5 the build-up of the test environment was explained. Here, a description was given for sending a packet from a normal input to a normal output.
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Figure 4.1: Microprocessor implementation

For control packet handling though, additional features are needed. The packet
generator has to create some new files, and after simulation the checker has to
read from several new files. Furthermore a microprocessor is added for communication with the PrizmaPlus. The new test environment structure is shown in
figure 4.2.
Check information

Input data

Output data

uPcpln

uPcpOut

Figure 4.2: New test environment structure

Files in the test environment are constructed such that one line contains one
command. In the new environment, two new files are created by the generator.
They contain information for the microprocessor:
• uPIn: Input register data
This file contains commands for writing to or reading from a specific register. In the testcase language this is done with the commands SetReg and
CheckReg.
• uPcpIn: Input control packet data
Control packets are written into this file together with a bitmap. One line
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is created for each packet sent from the microprocessor to one (or more)
output(s).
Three new files are added which should be read by the checker:

• uPOut: Output register data
The results of a register check command are written into this file. These
results are compared with the expected data, specified by the CheckReg
command.
• uPcpOut: Output control packet data
Control packets, sent from an input to the microprocessor, are written
into this file. One line is created for each of them. The basic checks are
performed for this file, thus control packets are checked in the same way as
normal packets.
• uPlntOut: Output interrupt data
Each time an interrupt is detected by the microprocessor, the time this
interrupt occurred and its type are written into this file. For the new test
environment an interrupt key command is added, which contains information about the type of interrupt and its sequence number. In this way the
file uPlntOut can be checked.

4.3
4.3.1

Microprocessor / Switch Communication
Purpose of the Microprocessor

As already mentioned in section 2.4, the behaviour of a switch chip is partly
dependent on information stored in the several application registers, which can
be divided into configuration and status registers. In a network environment,
information in certain registers might need to change every once in a while. To
be able to make those changes, and thus influencing the behaviour of a switch
chip, a microprocessor will be used. This microprocessor handles interrupts, and
can change values stored in application registers.

4.3.2

Communication Interface

Communication between the microprocessor and a PrizmaPlus switch is possible
by making use of a serial interface called OCM (On Chip Monitor). This communication is performed bit-by-bit. However, for checking the behaviour model of
the switch, it is not necessary to perform this (slow) kind of communication. In
order to decrease the simulation time during testing, byte-by-byte communication
is applied.
The mechanism used for communication between the microprocessor and the
application registers is called Handshaking. After a message is sent from side A
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to B, side A has to wait for an acknowledgement. As soon as side B receives the
message, it will send this acknowledgement.

4.3.3

Interface implementation

The way the handshake-mechanism is implemented is illustrated in figure 4.3. As
can be seen in this figure, the interface consists of seven lines.

ARG

Microprocessor
CMD
IVriteRead

ARG_CMDOut
ARG_WriteReadOut
ARG_RegAddrOut

Addr
DataFromuP

ARG_RegDataOuI
ARG_Ackln

ACK
DalaFromARG
Interrupt

ARG_RegDataln
ARGJnterruptln

ARG_CMDln
ARG_WrileReadln
ARG_Re~~ddrln

ARG_RegDalaln
ARG_AckOut
ARG_RegDataOul
ARGJnterruplOut

Figure 4.3: Interface between microprocessor and ARG

From Microprocessor to ARG

CMD
Command, if set to high then data is valid.
Indicates what action takes place, writing or reading.
WriteRead
Addr
Address of the register being written to or read from.
DataFromuP Data written into a register, only if W /R = Write.
From ARG to microprocessor

Acknowledgement. Set to high as soon as data from
microprocessor is received.
Interrupt
An interrupt indicating a special event occurred in
the switch.
DataFromARG Data read from a register, only if W /R = Read.

ACK

The lines CMD and ACK are mutually dependent. Together they determine
what actions can be performed at a certain time. When these two lines are both
low, new information can be put on the output lines of the microprocessor. The
line CMD can be set to high once the following two conditions are reached. First
the Addr, DataFromuP, and WriteRead lines have to be valid, which means that
their values won't change until CMD is low again. Second, the ACK signal has
to be low. As soon as CMD is set to high, the information at these output lines
is valid.
The ARG side can now read the information at the inputs. When writing to a
register, DataFromuP contains the data to be written, while reading means that
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the ARG will put data on the DataFromARG line. Once one of these two actions
is done, the ACK line will be set to high.
The microprocessor receives this acknowledgement and sets the CMD back to
low. From this point on the information on the other microprocessor output lines
is invalid again. The ARG side resets the ACK line to low after having read that
CMD is low. In figure 4.4 the timing diagram of this handshake mechanism is
visualised.

ARG_CMDIn

,,

ARG_WriteReadln

Invalid

Invalid

ARG_RegAddrln

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

ARG_RegDataln

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

ARG_RegDataOut

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Figure 4.4: Timing diagram of the microprocessor interface

After the occurrence of a special event has been detected by the switch (e.g. the
arrival of a control packet), an interrupt signal is sent from one of the application
registers to the microprocessor. Since the time such an event occurs is unpredictable, an interrupt can be received at any time. Once an interrupt is received,
the action which is performed at this moment has to be finished first. After that,
the microprocessor reads out of the Status Register what kind of interrupt was
generated. Dependent on its result, the correspondent action will be performed.

4.4

Control Packet Handling

The way control packets are read by and written from a microprocessor will be
described now. The microprocessor has to perform several steps, in which it
reads from or writes to certain application registers. First the needed registers
for control packet handling are explained. Then the steps are described, in which
packet reception and transmission by the microprocessor is done.
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4.4.1

Application Registers used for Control Packet Handling

The way control packets are handled is shown in figure 4.5. Here it can be seen
that several registers are used. Their functionalities are described below.
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Figure 4.5: Control packet handling

• Status Register:
This register reports error conditions and events. If a bit in this register is
set to '1', an interrupt will be generated. The microprocessor then has to
read out of this register, in order to see what interrupt was asserted. Four
different kinds of interrupts can occur during control packet handling, as
listed below. The reasons why they occur are explained in the next two
sections.
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Control Packet Received Interrupt
Control Packet Transmitted Interrupt
Read Row Error Interrupt
Write Row Error Interrupt
• Control Packet Queue Threshold Register:
A threshold value indicates how many control packets can be stored in the
queue. This register is accessed through the OCM via paging. The two
registers that are used for achieving this, are the Threshold Pointer register
and the Threshold Value register.
• Control Packet Counter:
The number of control packet addresses enqueued in the control packet
queue is kept in this register.
• Memory Row Register:
This register contains data that is a direct mapping of one packet memory
row (a segment), specified by the Table Address Register. This register is
accessed via the Table Pointer and the Table Data Register.
• Table Pointer Register:
Because of paging, this register is used to access the Memory Row Register.
The pointer is incremented by one automatically if a read or write action
to the Memory Row Register has taken place.
• Table Data Register:
Via this register one byte of data can be written to or read from the Memory
Row Register.
• Table Address Register:
This register allows to specify to which table location a Memory Row Register maps to, and is automatically incremented by one after a Read Row
or Write row command.
• Table Command Register:
Specific operations for control packet reception and transmission are enabled via this register. These operations are:

- Shared Memory Row Write/Read
Transmit Control Packet
- Load Next Control Packet Address
- Free Current Control Packet Address
• Control Packet Destination Register:
For control packet transmission, the bitmap containing information about
output port destination is written into this register. A'1' at a certain
position indicates that the control packet has to be sent by the output
related to that position.
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4.4.2

Microprocessor Tasks

In order to be able to perform testcases in which control packets are read or
written, a microprocessor behaviour model is developed. The three main tasks of
this microprocessor, are Control Packet Read, Control Packet Write, and Register
Read/Write. Once the microprocessor is in its NEW_ACTIVE state (idle state),
one of these three tasks can be chosen to be performed. In fact, the Control
Packet Read and Write tasks consist of several Register Read/Write tasks. The
next two subsections describe the steps executed if the Control Packet Read or
Control Packet Write task is chosen.

Control Packet Read by Microprocessor
If a control packet is sent from an input to the microprocessor, several steps have
to be performed in order to read it:
1. A Control Packet Available interrupt is generated once a new control packet
address is stored in the first position of the control packet queue. This
indicates that the microprocessor can read a new control packet. Once
the microprocessor is in its NEW_ACTIVE state, the next step can be
performed.
2. The microprocessor sends a Load Next Control Packet Address command
to the Table Command Register.
3. The address of the next control packet is stored in the Table Address Register and can be read by the microprocessor (in speed expansion this is
required).
4. The microprocessor sends a Shared Memory Row Read command to the
Table Command Register. After this, the control packet data stored at the
given address is copied to the Memory Row Register.
5. The value in the Table Pointer Register is set to 0, and thus points to the
first byte that can be read in the Memory Row Register. This byte is copied
into the Table Data Register.
6. Now the microprocessor can start reading the first byte out of the Table
Data Register, if the data is stored in the Memory Row Register.
7. At the moment the microprocessor sends the read command to the Table
Data Register, the Memory Row Register might not be filled yet. This
leads to the generation of a Read Row Register Error interrupt. The microprocessor receives this interrupt, and resets the Table Pointer Register.
A time delay is created for filling the Memory Row Register. Then a new
read command is sent by the microprocessor.
8. In order to read all bytes out of the Memory Row Register, the Table
Pointer Register is increased by one every time the microprocessor sends a
new read command.
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Steps 4 to 8 discuss the way one row of a packet is read. Thus, after performing
these steps four times, the whole control packet is read. Then the last step can
be performed:
9. The microprocessor sends a Free Current Control Packet Address command
to the Table Command Register, and it returns to the NEW_ACTIVE state.
In figure 4.6 the protocol is illustrated for reading a control packet. Here, as an
example the case in which one Read Row Register interrupt occurs is visualised.

If no speed expansion is used, a control packet is split into four segments, which
are then stored in four rows within one group. Because the value in the Table
Address Register is incremented automatically after a read row command, no
additional action has to be performed in this case. If speed expansion is applied,
there is a difference. Now, the segments are not written into one group no more.
The microprocessor reads the row address of the segment stored in the Master
chip. The segment(s) stored in the Master chip row(s) is (are) read first. After
this, the same row address is sent to the Table Address Register of a Slave chip,
out of which the segment data can then be read.

Control Packet Write by Microprocessor
A control packet can be sent from the microprocessor to one or more outputs.
The following steps are performed if the microprocessor is in its NEW_ACTIVE
state and no Control Packet Available interrupt occurred:
1. The file uPcpIn contains a new control packet to be sent, as long as EOF is
not reached. If this is the case, the microprocessor writes a new address to
the Table Address Register, indicating the location in the packet memory
where the first control packet segment will be stored.
2. The Table Pointer Register is reset to O. Then the segment data is written
byte-by-byte into the Table Data Register, while the Table Pointer Register
automatically increases after a write action.
3. The microprocessor sends a Shared Memory Row Write command to the
Table Command Register. The data is then stored at the address mentioned
in step 1.
All four segment are written into the packet memory according to step 1 to 3.
Once the whole control packet data is stored, routing has to be done:
4. The bitmap belonging to this control packet is read out of the file uPcpIn,
and written to the Control Packet Destination Register.
5. Now the control packet can be transmitted, by sending a Transmit Control
Packet command to the Table Command Register. The control packet will
be transmitted at the outputs which are indicated as '1' in the bitmap.
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After all selected outputs transmitted the control packet, a Control Packet
Transmitted interrupt is generated. This means that the microprocessor
can now return to its NEW-.ACTIVE state.
At the moment that the Transmit Control Packet command is sent by the microprocessor, the control packet might not be stored in the packet memory yet.
This causes a Write Row Register Error interrupt. The microprocessor has to
wait for a while, before a new attempt is done to transmit the control packet.
Figure 4.7 shows the way communication takes place between microprocessor and
the PrizmaPlus when writing a control packet. The case in which one Write Row
Register Error interrupt occurs is illustrated.

If speed expansion is applied, the following issues have to be taken into account:
• The control packet data is split into logical units by the microprocessor.
Dependent on the kind of speed expansion being used, one logical unit
consists of one or two segments. These logical units are written into various
chips (see next item).
• As in the case of control packet read, the control packet segments are stored
in different groups (of different chips). The microprocessor has to forward
the address where a segment should be stored to the Master and to the
Slave(s).
• The Master chip manages the routing of control packets. This chip reads
out the bitmap and performs the actions to be taken in order to transmit
a control packet.
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Chapter 5
Control Packet Testcases
Architectural issues and Testing
strategies
Two control packet test cases are written. One of them checks the transmission of
control packets from any input to the microprocessor. The other one checks the
transmission of control packets from microprocessor to any of the outputs. This
chapter describes the parts of the PrizmaPlus architecture that have to be tested.
Then the constraints arising when implementing these testcases are discussed.

5.1
5.1.1

Control Packets: Architectural issues
Reception of Control Packets

Once a control packet arrives at a normal input, it should always be written to
the microprocessor attached to the Master switch. A special module, called the
Control Packet Manager (CPM), handles the reception of these control packets.
The architectural issues dealing with this, are described below.

Control Packet Read and Free Queue
A control packet which is accepted at an input, will be stored at a location in
the packet memory. Its address is sent to the CPM. In this module there are two
queues in which the address can be written (see also figure 5.1):
• Read queue
In this queue, addresses are stored which will be read by the microprocessor. Each time a new address is stored in the first location of this queue, a
Control Packet Available interrupt is generated, indicating that the microprocessor can start reading this control packet. Once the microprocessor
detects this interrupt, the steps described in section 4.4.2 are performed.
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• Free queue

Addresses of control packets which already have been read by the microprocessor are written from the read queue to the free queue. It is also possible
that addresses are written immediately into this queue, because the predefined CtrlThreshold 1 number is exceeded. These control packets will not
be read by the microprocessor at all.
In order to understand the intent of those queues, a distinction has to be made
between three states:
1. Threshold is not reached, and a certain number of packets arrives simultaneously at different inputs. After this, threshold is still not reached yet.
2. Threshold is not reached. Now, a number of packets arrives simultaneously
at different inputs. This causes the threshold to be exceeded.
3. Threshold is already reached.
Before simultaneously arriving packets are accepted, it is checked whether the
total number of control packet addresses that are already stored in the two queues
exceeds the threshold value or not. If state 1 holds, the addresses of all packets
that arrived are stored in the read queue. Thus, they will all be read by the
microprocessor. In state 2 though, not all packets will be read, but some of them
are directly written into the free queue. This is explained in more detail in the
next section. In state 3, no packet will be accepted. No addresses will be written
into any of the two queues.
First location:
Control packet available interrupt
Arriving control packet
addresses

Threshold
not reached

Read by
microprocessor
Write to free address queue
(Only ifno other address is being
,-----------stored in lhe Free queue)
I

Free queue
L---T::::-hr-e--;-sho--;-Id~+

Free address

reached

Figure 5.1: CPM queues

Fairness
If several control packets simultaneously arrive at different inputs and the threshold value is not reached yet, then all these packets are accepted at the inputs.
lCtrlThreshold: Control Packet Queue Threshold, which indicates the maximum number of
control packets that can be read by the microprocessor.
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Until the threshold value is reached, control packet addresses can be stored in
the read queue. Addresses which are allocated later, are stored in the free queue2 •
Which control packets are stored in the read queue, and thus will be read by the
microprocessor, is dependent on the clock cycle at which these packets arrive (see
also section 3.5). Thus, fairness does not mean here, that all arriving packets will
be read by the microprocessor.

5.1.2

Transmission of Control Packets

Special row locations in the packet memory are reserved for control packets 3
which are sent from the microprocessor to one or more outputs. These specified
locations are different for the various speed expansion modes. Thus, normal
packets arriving at an input, can be written in any location of the packet memory
except these reserved ones.
An initial state, in which the reserved memory locations for control packet write
are empty, indicates that the microprocessor is allowed to transmit a new control
packet to one (ore more) output(s). Once the microprocessor starts doing this,
the initial state is left. No more control packets can be written until the microprocessor receives a "Control Packet Transmitted" interrupt from the switch.
This interrupt indicates that the reserved memory locations are free again.
The addresses of the control packets sent, are written into the output queues
specified by a bitmap. After this, the switch handles these packets just like
normal ones, except that the "Control Packet Transmitted" interrupt has to be
generated in the end by the Control Packet Manager.

5.2

Read Control Packet Testing Strategies

Based on the architectural specifications, testcase descriptions for the read control
packet testcase are composed. After a description of these testcase specifications,
some issues which lead to problems when implementing them are discussed. Furthermore, we consider what cases have to be included in the regression file (e.g.
speed expansion), so that the testcase is performed in all these defined modes.

5.2.1

Testcase Specifications

Global Specification
It is tested while regular (non-control) traffic is switched by the chip, that a control packet can be received from any input and passed to the local microprocessor.
2This is the standard fairness scheme
3In fact, a microprocessor can also transmit normal packets. This does not lead to any
differences in the way the packet is handled in the PrizmaPlus switch.
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• Up to a programmable threshold number of control packets can be buffered,
so that only these can be read. The control packets that exceed this threshold are ignored.

• If an input has no address, control packets are also ignored.
• The" Control Packet Available" and the" Read Row Register Error" interrupts are checked.

Refinement of the Testcase Specification
Various cases have to be considered, when testing the control packet read functionality of the PrizmaPlus switch. Below, these different steps are summarised.
The test has to be performed with all kinds of speed expansion, because of differences in addressing.
1. A control packet can be sent from any input. If the right conditions hold,
the control packet is read by the microprocessor.
2. Assume an initial state, in which no packet addresses are stored in the read
queue or free queue, and the threshold value is set to x. Then exactly x
control packets can be read by the microprocessor.
3. Control packets exceeding this number x will not be accepted as long as the
first control packet has not been read and its address has been freed.
4. Control packets arriving after the threshold value is reached, will always
get lost.
5. If, and only if a control packet is read by the microprocessor, a "Control
Packet Available" interrupt is generated.
6. If reading from the Row Register takes place before all data is written, a
"Read Row Register Error" interrupt is generated. This packet will not get
lost, but will be accepted some time later.
7. The bitmap of a control packet arriving at an input can have any value.
The fact that it is a control packet already gives the routing information.
A testcase is written in which all these items are covered. Because of some testing
constraints, generation has to be considered very carefully sometimes in order to
be able to test all items correctly. These constraints are discussed below.

5.2.2

Read Control Packet Testing Constraints

Threshold Testing
Suppose we want to test that the number of control packet addresses stored in
the read and free queue does not exceed the threshold value x. One might think
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to solve this problem easily, by sending x+ 1 packets simultaneously. But there
are two reasons why this is not the right solution:
• Information is needed about which control packet will get lost. The cyclic
order (mentioned in section 3.5) has to be considered. If more than x control
packets are sent at the same time, there is no knowledge about which of
these packets should get lost. This is because we are performing a kind of
black box testing. The first x control packets can be sent simultaneously to
different inputs. Before sending one more control packet, we have to wait
a certain number of clock cycles in order to be sure that this one will get
lost. This number should equal at least "number of inputs" clock cycles
(one cyclic order) .
• The value x might equal the total number of inputs.
Thus, in this case it is impossible to send x+l packets simultaneously. After
x control packets are sent simultaneously to different inputs, some time is
needed. A following packet cannot be sent to any of the inputs, until the
previous one is handled at the chosen input. The number of clock cycles
needed for doing this, depends on the kind of speed expansion used and
equals the logical unit size.

If the second item is taken into account when performing threshold testing, then
the first one is covered as well. This is because the number of clock cycles needed
(logical unit size) is always at least as much as "number of inputs" clock cycles.

Control Packet Timing Uncertainties
Control packet read actions are executed sequentially. The time needed to read
and free all accepted control packets is defined as: t(l packet read) * # of packets
clock cycles. It would be very hard and inflexible to define determined times
for control packet actions to take place, because of dependencies. Therefore
it is easier, and still satisfactory, to use sequence numbers for checking certain
occurrences. Each time a control packet is written from input to microprocessor,
one "Control Packet Accepted" interrupt is generated. The time at which this
interrupt occurs is not important, but the total number of interrupts expected
is. Data about interrupts are written sequentially into the file uPlntOut (see
section 4.2). The expected content of this file can then be verified in the checking
phase.

Double Write Operation to the Free Queue
There is a possibility that two requests to write an address to the free queue take
place at the same time:
• A request to store the address of a control packet after that it is read by
the microprocessor.
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• A request to store the address of a control packet which was sent before
threshold was reached, but is read after this threshold is exceeded.
Only one of these addresses can be stored at a time, while the other request is
pending 4 . The mechanism for controlling this has to be tested. The problem is,
that with the test environment used, we can not make sure that these two actions
take place in the same clock cycle. We can only influence tests from a black box
point of view, while timing within the PrizmaPlus switch is essential here. Thus,
now a shortcoming of the way we test becomes clear.
The only way to verify the functionality in this situation, is by testing at a lower
level 5 . If a test environment would be used in which generation can be done
during simulation, then this testing at a lower level would not be necessary. But
then again, the test environment would become much more complex.

5.2.3

Regression File

In regression files, all needed system configurations are defined with which a
test case has to be performed. In the read control packet testcase, control packet
data is written into four row locations in the packet memory. Though, these
locations differ for the various speed expansion modes. If speed expansion is
applied, the control packet data is not written into four rows of the same group,
but into different groups (see section 2.2). Thus, the regression file holds all kinds
of speed expansion. Other architectural issues that have to be considered, are:
• Port Expansion:
In the future, port expansion will be applied. Though, for this scenario
nothing about control packet handling is specified yet. At the moment, no
port expansion is used.
• Multicasting:
Because every switch (or group of switches in case of speed expansion) has
exactly one microprocessor attached to it, no multicasting is used in the
regression file.

5.3

Write Control Packet Testing Strategies

Like in the previous section, the test case specifications and specific problems arising when implementing them are discussed here, now for writing control packets
from microprocessor to any of the outputs.
4The request of the address coming from the read queue is chosen to be the one which has
to wait.
5This test is performed on a "component level" , only in VHDL.
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5.3.1

Testcase Specifications

Global Specification
It is tested, while regular (non-control) traffic is switched by the chip, that a
control packet can be transmitted from the local processor to any set of outputs.
Once the control packet is sent to all outputs (belonging to the set), a "Control
Packet Transmitted" interrupt is generated.

Refinement of the Testcase Specification
In order to check the control packet transmission from microprocessor to outputs,
the following things have to be tested:
1. In the initial state, a control packet can always be written from microprocessor to the packet memory of the switch.
2. A control packet can be sent to any combination of outputs, defined by
a bitmap. (By definition, at least one output is defined in the bitmap to
transmit the packet) ..
3. A "Control Packet Transmitted" interrupt is initiated once all outputs
transmitted the control packet, indicating that a new control packet can
be sent (back to the initial state).
4. Reserved memory locations for packets coming from the microprocessor,
are never occupied by packets coming from an input.

5.3.2

Write Control Packet Testing Constraints

Reserved Memory Locations Check
The PrizmaPlus memory organisation, in particular the reservation of control
packet locations, has to be checked (item 4 in section 5.3.1). The "Free Address"
pool in the Address Manager should not contain the reserved addresses for packets
coming from the microprocessor. When implementing a test for verifying this, we
have to consider the architectural aspects and the test environment constraints.
A clear solution for testing this is to fill the memory with normal packets, while
all outputs of the switch are blocked. The number of normal packets which can
be stored is known (total memory capacity - reserved locations). Those exceeding
this number should not be accepted, while a control packet coming from the
microprocessor will be.
Although the principle seems quite easy, this scenario is critical because of the
test environment we use. The critical issue is that the total memory (except for
the reserved locations) has to be filled. As long as there are enough addresses in
the address pool, a new address can be allocated to every input. But, as soon
as the number of addresses in this pool is less than the total number of inputs,
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this is no longer possible. A new address will be allocated to only some of all
these inputs. We need to know which inputs are allocated. In order to fill the
last available locations in the packet memory, packets have to be sent to these
inputs.
Suppose, we have a number of inputs X, and a number of addresses Y. The
number of address locations which are reserved for control packet write, is Z.
Furthermore, Y is divisible by X and by Z.
Packet
Memory
Row

x

•
•
•

•
•

x

X: Number of inputs and outputs
Y: Total number of addresses
z: Reserved memory addresses

lz •
PrizmaPlus

Figure 5.2: Testing reserved memory locations

It seems that a straightforward solution can be applied: Send Y - Z normal
packets to the inputs in the following way. First send in total Y - X packets.
This is done by sending X packets simultaneously to every input, and repeating
this after a time space of at least "logical unit size" clock cycles, until the total
number of Y - X packets is reached. Then send X - Z packets to an equal number
of inputs.

This last step is the critical one. It is unknown to which X - Z inputs of the
X available inputs an address is allocated. Thus, we also don't know to which
inputs a packet should be sent.
The solution to this problem is to send X - Z normal packets simultaneously to any
of the inputs right at the beginning. At this time, an address is allocated to every
input. A waiting time of at least "logical unit size" clock cycles is necessary before
these X - Z packets are all handled and stored in the packet memory. During this
time also a new address is allocated to the according inputs. Then, all other free
addresses can be allocated to the next Y - X packets. This is possible because in
the last step all inputs still have an address available (the last X ones).

5.3.3

Regression File

The addresses, belonging to the four reserved row locations for control packets,
are different in the several kinds of speed expansion which can be applied. This
is why the testcase has to be performed in all speed expansion modes. Other
scenarios that might have to be tested, are:
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• Port Expansion:
For the same reason as in the read control packet testcase, this scenario is
not included yet .
• Multicasting:
The microprocessor should be able to send any bitmap together with a
packet, so that this packet is transmitted at the outputs specified by this
bitmap. Thus, multicasting is performed.

5.4

Conelusions

The test environment and the microprocessor code together form the control
packet testing features. There is only one major shortcoming when testing the
control packet handling with these features. This is the impossibility to check
if a double write operation to the free queue is prevented correctly. Cases like
this, can't be tested at the system level. Special test cases are needed at the
"component" level in such situations.
By performing these two testcases, not only the behaviour model is checked.
Also the part of the microprocessor code concerning control packet read is tested.
Debugging of the code is simplified by adding many Trace statements. These are
comments, often also containing the value of specified variables or signals which
are written into a file. By reading this file, the way simulation is performed
through the various modules of the chip can be traced. In this way, occurring
errors during or after simulation can be detected more easily.
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Chapter 6
Output Link Paralleling
Testcases
Link paralleling can be done at the input and output side of a PrizmaPlus switch.
In this chapter a detailed description is given of two testcases: one for checking
output link paralleling and one for checking the Output Queue Access Manager
in case of link paralleling.

6.1

Global Specification

Output Link Paralleling Test
This test verifies that packets which are destined for a link can be transmitted
by any port of that link.
Output Queue Access Manager Test with Link Paralleling
This test verifies the proper management of output queues with link paralleling. If
for instance, output ports 0-3 are linked together, it is checked that transmission
from port 0, as well as 1, 2, and 3 has for effect to decrement the output queue
o packet counter.

6.2

6.2.1

Output Link Paralleling:
Architectural Issues
Combinations of Output Link Paralleling

Several logical output ports can be link paralleled such that communication speed
between two nodes is increased. There are various combinations in which output
link paralleling can be performed. These combinations are always formed out of
four adjacent outputs. The linked outputs together form a link paralleling unit:
• Upper 2-way link paralleling:
The upper two outputs are linked, but the lower two outputs are not linked
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and independent of other outputs.
• Lower 2-way link paralleling:
The lower two outputs are linked, but the upper two outputs are not linked.
• Double 2-way link paralleling:
The upper two outputs are linked and the lower two outputs are linked.
• 4-way link paralleling:
All four outputs of a unit are linked.

Link paralleling can be combined with speed expansion for further increase of
speed. However, there is one implementation restriction: 4-way link paralleling
cannot be combined with 4-way speed expansion.

6.2.2

Output Link Paralleling Example

Consider the case that 4-way link paralleling is applied at the outputs 0 to 3.
The Output Queue Access Manager then writes all addresses destined for one of
these four outputs to output queue 0 (the lowest output queue number which is
linked)!. The other output queues in the link paralleled set will be idle.
The Output Queue Read Manager reads out the addresses. Load balancing is
performed for the link paralleled outputs. Addresses are read out of output
queue 0, and the according packets are transmitted to the different outputs in a
cyclic order. A packet transmitted on a lower-numbered link precedes a packet
transmitted on a higher-numbered link. In this way, the Output Queue Read
Manager takes care of the packet sequence.
In figure 6.1 one can see this example with 4-way link paralleling. The addresses
of four packets A to D are all stored in output queue 0, the "link paralleling
output queue", by the Output Queue Access Manager. The Output Queue Read
Manager sends these packets to the outputs in the right order. A counter is used
to count the number of addresses stored in output queue O. Each time a packet
leaves one of the four outputs, the counter of this "link paralleling output queue"
o is decreased by one.

6.2.3

Priorities

Each output queue is logically divided into four queues with different priorities.
Priority 0 is the highest possible priority while the lowest one is priority 3. For
each priority a threshold value can be defined, giving the maximum number of
packet addresses which can be stored in the queue.
There are three conditions which must be noticed, according to priorities:
1 From now on, such an output queue (in which all addresses of packets designated for a link
are stored) is called the" link paralleling output queue"
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Figure 6.1: Link paralleling of outputs 0 to 3

1. Higher priority packets overtake lower ones, which are routed to the same
output.

2. Normally 2, a higher priority packet 3 will be transmitted on lower numbered
links than a lower priority packet:
PrioNr( i) < PrioNr(j)
====? LinkNr( i) < LinkNr(j)
3. Two packets which have the same priority must maintain their sequence.
This means that the first packet is transmitted on a lower numbered link
than the succeeding one:
Packet i advances packet j
LinkNr( i) < LinkNr(j)

====?

Furthermore, packets should always be transmitted on the link with the smallest
available number at that time:

====?

6.2.4

V LNr E {LinkNr (not used Link)}
LNr > LinkNr(1ink that transmits a packet)

Fairness

If the number of packets stored in a "link paralleled output queue" is equal
to OQFullThreshold[ i] - j, normally j more packets with this priority i can be
2"Normally" here reflects to the load conditions of the switch. During very low load conditions other situations can occur.
3 A packet with the highest possible priority has the lowest PrioNr (which is 0).
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stored4 . Now assume that packets with priority i arrive at several inputs. The
number of packets, arriving at the same time at those inputs, could exceed j. In
this situation, all incoming packets are stored. This is possible due to fairness
reasons. The worst case scenario would be that (j - 1 + number of inputs)
packets are accepted. Thus the maximum threshold value is:
maximum storage capacity - number of inputs + 1.
For example, assume we have a 4x4 switch and the maximum number of packets
stored in the memory is 32. The maximum threshold value will now be (32 - 4
+ 1) = 29. In this way, as long as threshold is not reached, at least four more
packets can be stored in the memory.

6.3

Refinement of the Testcases

The testcases consist of several steps. These are performed for all kinds of link
paralleling combined with the allowed speed expansion factors, and for each output queue priority. The following things have to be checked:

Output Link Paralleling Test
1. For link paralleled outputs of the same link, a packet with any priority sent
to any port of this link, can be transmitted from any of the link paralleled
ports, according to the requirements of the link paralleling scheme.

Output Queue Access Manager Test with Link Paralleling
2. Packets with a priority i are granted if the total number of packets already
stored in the "link paralleling output queue" is smaller than OQFullThreshold[i].
3. Packets with a priority i are not granted if the total number of packets already stored in the "link paralleling output queue" exceeds OQFullThreshold[i].
4. The counter of the "link paralleling output queue" is decreased by the
number of packets which are transmitted at one of the linked output ports.
In order to check if the fairness condition is correctly implemented, another step
has to be done. This test is performed in all kinds of link paralleling combined
with the allowed speed expansion factors as well:
5. In the situation that the number of packet addresses stored in a "link paralleling queue" is OQFullThreshold[i]-l, packets with priority i which are
sent at the same time at different inputs are all granted.
Furthermore, a special case is when control packets are sent. Here, no speed
expansion will be applied because no new special situations are created in this
way. This test will be performed with all kinds of link paralleling:
40QFullThreshold[z] is the Output Queue Threshold value of packets with priority i
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6. A control packet which is sent from microprocessor to a link paralleled
output causes the "link paralleled output queue" counter to increase by
one.
For all these tests, no other scenarios are required:
• Port Expansion:
Because output queue handling in case of link paralleling is independent of
the kind of port expansion, this does not have to be tested.
• Multicasting:
At most one physical output per link should be defined by a bitmap to
transmit a packet. If this is not the case, an illegal situation is created
outside of the switch. This does not have to be tested 5 .

6.4

How To Test

Both parts of the link paralleling test have to be performed for every of the four
possible link paralleling scenarios. Because of the fact that there is no difference in
implementation between the several groups of four successive outputs (units), we
will describe the case that the tests are performed for the outputs 0 to 3. In real,
one of the possible combinations is chosen randomly. The next two subsections
describe the way the two testcases are implemented.

6.4.1

Output Link Paralleling Test

The switch should be able to transmit a packet from any of the link paralleled
outputs, dependent on the created scenario. If a packet has been sent to one of
them, the following scheme is used for testing this:
1. Packets are sent after each other to any of the link paralleled outputs of

unit O. The delay between the transmission of two packets should always
be at least "logical unit size" clock cycles. All packets are expected to be
transmitted at the lowest output of the link:
• Upper 2-way link paralleling:

a. Send a packet to output 0
} Packets are transmitted at output 0
b. Send a packet to output 1
• Lower 2-way link paralleling:

a. Send a packet to output 2
} Packets are transmitted at output 2
b. Send a packet to output 3
5Errors occurring outside of the PrizmaPlus switch do not have to be tested. The behaviour
of the switch has to be ve~ified according to the requirements. Only critical situations which
are created within the switch have to be tested.
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• Double 2-way link paralleling:

a. Send a packet to output 0
} Packets are transmitted at output 0
b. Send a packet to output 1
c. Send a packet to output 2
} Packets are transmitted at output 2
d. Send a packet to output 3
• 4-way link paralleling:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Send
Send
Send
Send

a
a
a
a

packet
packet
packet
packet

to
to
to
to

output
output
output
output

0
1
} Packets are transmitted at output 0
2
3

2. Two packets are sent simultaneously to the same link paralleled output.
They have a different priority, denoted with L (" Lower priority packet")
and H ("Higher priority packet"). Packet H should be transmitted at the
lowest output of the link, and packet L at the adjacent output.
• Upper 2-way link paralleling:

a. Send
Send
b. Send
Send

L to output 0
)
H to any output of the link
H is transmitted at output 0
L is transmitted at output 1
L to output 1
H to any output of the link

• Lower 2-way link paralleling:

a. Send
Send
b. Send
Send

L to output 2
)
H to any output of the link
H is transmitted at output 2
L is transmitted at output 3
L to output 3
H to any output of the link

• Double 2-way link paralleling:

a. Send
Send
b. Send
Send

L to output 0
)
H to any output of the link
H is transmitted at output 0
L is transmitted at output 1
L to output 1
H to any output of the link

c. Send
Send
d. Send
Send

L to output 2
)
H to any output of the link
H is transmitted at output 2
L is transmitted at output 3
L to output 3
H to any output of the link

• 4-way

link paralleling:

a. Send
Send
b. Send
Send
c. Send
Send
d. Send
Send

L to output 0
H to any output
L to output 1
H to any output
L to output 2
H to any output
L to output 3
H to any output

of the link
of the link
of the link
of the link
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H is transmitted at output 0
L is transmitted at output 1

In case that 4-way link paralleling is applied, two more steps have to be performed:
3. Three packets are sent simultaneously to the
H's and one L.
a. Send L to output 0
Send two H's to any output of the link
b. Send L to output 1
Send two H's to any output of the link
c. Send L to output 2
Send two H's to any output of the link
d. Send L to output 3
Send two H's to any output of the link

link paralleled outputs, two

The two H's are transmitted
at output 0 and 1
L is transmitted at output 2

4. Now four packets are sent simultaneously, three H's and one L. This is the
same scenario as the one above (item 3), except that now L is transmitted
at output 3.
Testing Constraint

A problem when testing in this way, is the cyclic order in which the inputs of
the switch are handled. Packets can be generated simultaneously, but due to this
cyclic order it can happen that a lower priority packet is transmitted before the
higher priority packet is received. Thus, these packets are not transmitted at the
expected outputs, because the sequence is not correct anymore.
This problem is solved by not only using output link paralleling, but also the
same kind of input link paralleling (the possible combinations are equal, see
subsection 6.2.1). When several packets arrive on link paralleled inputs at the
same time6 , then it is guaranteed that their sequence is determined.

6.4.2

Output Queue Access Manager Test with Link Paralleling

The items 2 to 6 in section 6.3 are requirements which have to be checked in this
testcase. A distinction is made between a general scenario for checking the items
2 to 4, and exceptional scenarios for the items 5 and 6.
General Scenario

The following pattern is used for testing the general scenario:
1. Set OQFullThreshold[ i] for a predefined priority i to a certain value x.
2. Block all output ports belonging to this unit7 (low grant).
6In fact, packets don't even have to arrive at the same time. A window is defined within
which these packets should arrive in order to maintain their sequence. The Input Link Paralleling mechanism has to be tested somewhere else.
7Blocking of output ports is realised by using a "set LowHighGrant" command
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3. Send x packets with the chosen priority to an output of this unit. Check
that these packets are accepted.
4. Send one more packet to one of the link paralleled outputs. Check that this
packet is rejected.
5. Unblock the link paralleled output ports (high grant).
6. Let a number of packets leave the switch, according to at least the number
of ports that are link paralleled (e.g. 4-way link paralleling: transmit four
packets).
7. Block all output ports belonging to this unit again.
8. Send a number of packets to any of the link paralleled output ports. This
number of packets is equal to the number of ports that are link paralleled.
Check that these packets are accepted.
9. Unblock the outputs, and allow some time for all packets to be transmitted.

In this way the items 2, 3, and 4 in section 6.3 are covered.
Exceptional Scenario: Fairness Condition
It has to be checked that the fairness condition is correctly implemented in case
of link paralleling. Packets sent from different inputs and routed to outputs
belonging to one link, increase the "link paralleled output queue" counter. As
long as threshold is not reached, it should be possible to send a packet from
every input to the same linked output simultaneously. The following steps are
performed:

1. Set OQFullThreshold.[O] (priority 0) to the value x, where x is:
(maximum storage capacity - number of outputs + 1).
2. Block all output ports belonging to this unit.
3. Send (x - 1) packets (priority 0) to any of the link paralleled outputs.
Check that these packets are accepted.
4. Send "number of outputs" packets, also with priority 0, simultaneously to
any of the linked outputs. Check that these packets are accepted as well.
5. Send one more packet to the linked outputs. Check that this packet is
rejected.
6. Unblock all output ports belonging to this unit, and let all packets out.

In this way item 5 in section 6.3 is covered.
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Exceptional Scenario: Control Packets

A control packet, sent from microprocessor to a link paralleled output, should be
handled in the same way as normal packets are handled. This test checks if a
counter is increased once a control packet is stored in the "link paralleling output
queue". The following steps have to be performed:
1. Set OQFullThreshold[O] (priority 0) to the value 1.
2. Block all output ports belonging to this unit.
3. Send a control packet to any of these link paralleled outputs. Check that
this control packet is accepted. For this checking quite some time is needed,
because of the slow microprocessor interface.
4. Send one normal packet with priority 0 to one of the link paralleled outputs.
Check that this packet is rejected.
5. Unblock the outputs, and let the control packet be transmitted.
In this way item 6 in section 6.3 is covered.

6.4.3

Implementation of Link Paralleling Modes

The testcases have to be performed in all possible link paralleling modes (input
and output). A mode can be defined in the configuration part of the testcase,
in a regression file, or in the command line when starting to run a test. For this
TESTMODE is included, with which a value <Test-.Mode> can be defined as
one of those summarised in table 6.1.
I

Link paralleling set
Test-.Mode I
lower 2-way link paralleling
0
upper 2-way link paralleling
2
4
double 2-way link paralleling
4-way link paralleling
8

Table 6.1: TESTMODE values for link paralleling sets
The numbering as illustrated in this table is not chosen randomly, because the way
the test cases are programmed relies on them. A packet can be routed from certain
inputs to certain outputs, which are dependent on the kind of link paralleling
chosen. This dependency is enclosed in the TESTMODE numbering.
As an example, let us take a look at the case that one packet is sent, which
should always be transmitted at the lowest output number of a link. This can be
checked now as follows:
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For upper and lower 2-way link paralleling we can send a packet to any of the
outputs in the range {delta + Test-Mode, delta + Test-Mode+2}8. In all these
cases, the packet should be transmitted at output (delta + Test-Mode), if there
are no higher priority packets sent to the same unit.
When double 2-way or when 4-way link paralleling is applied though, a packet
can be sent to an output" outp" , which can have a value in the range {delta, delta
+ 3}. Now, the packet is expected to be transmitted at the output defined by:
delta

+ (outp

MOD 4) - (outp MOD (TesLMode/2))

As an example we look at the case that in double 2-way link paralleling mode a
packet is sent to output outp = 7. With the formula above we can calculate the
output at which the packet is expected to be transmitted:

4+
6.4.4

(7 MOD 4) - (7 MOD (4/2))

=6

Random Features

In order to increase the testing coverage, random features are implemented in the
test cases. These random features are:
• Segment Starting time9 :
A random segment starting time is used to make sure that a packet does
not always arrive at an input at the same time. Because of the fixed cyclic
order, it is possible that errors only occur in situations where a packet
arrives at a certain time. Thus, in the regression files all different scenarios
due to this cycling order have to be included.
• Unit Number (defined by "delta")
One of the possible units in a certain link parallel mode is randomly chosen.
• Priority i and OQFullThreshold[i]
Randomly a priority is chosen for the packets that will be sent. Its OQFullThreshold can have any value in the range {O,... , maximum storage
capacity}. This feature is only needed in the general scenario ofthe Output
Queue Access Manager Testcase.

8 delta is an offset value, indicates which of the units is used. Thus, not only outputs 0 to 3
are looked at now but also for instance outputs 4 to 7 (if delta = 4).
9This randomly chosen segment starting time is a general feature used in every testcase
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Currently, a new high speed ATM switch is being developed, called PrizmaPlus.
An expansion of the number of testing features as well as the specification, refinement, implementation, and evaluation of different testcases for this switch have
been the aim of this diploma thesis.
Testing is done in order to detect the presence of bugs in the architectural design
of the PrizmaPlus switch. The type of testing used, is called Design Verification.
It is based on black box modelling, in our case the modelling of packet switching
systems. Though, details about the different functionalities in the switch are
often needed for testing. This is why tests are mostly a mixture of requirement
based and design based techniques.
Testcases are written for testing at three different levels: C++ behaviour model,
VHDL, and VHDL synthesised. For each architectural issue that has to be verified, a test case is written. This testcase partitioning leads to complexity reduction, faster fault localisation, and a faster simulation time of the separate parts.
The test environment used, sequentially performs the three activities generation,
simulation, and checking. This keeps the test environment simple, but it can
make test scenarios more complex.
One could consider if it would be wiser to use a test environment which is based
on interaction between the generation part and the simulation and checking part.
Though, it is doubtful if the ease we gain when writing test cases is bigger than
the problems we have when implementing such a more flexible test environment.
Furthermore, some issues which can not be tested with the current test environment, would not be testable with a more flexible test environment either.
For testing Control Packet Handling functionalities, an extra feature is needed
outside of the test environment. A microprocessor has been implemented for
performing control packet testcases. The communication interface as well as the
Control Packet Handling between the PrizmaPlus and the attached microprocessor have been defined and implemented.
Two control packet testcases (read and write) are specified and implemented.
Testing constraints, caused by the used test environment, are discussed, and
solutions for these constraints are explained.
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For link paralleling at the outputs, there are two testcases written. One testcase
focuses on the proper use of all linked outputs, while the other one is used for
verifying the management of output queues when link paralleling is applied. The
design of these two test cases is described in detail.
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Appendix A
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM)
In this part a brief overview is given about ATM, the network technology which
will be the transmission standard for the future B-ISDN (Broadband-ISDN).

A.I

Introduction

Todays networks are evolving towards transporting different kinds of information, like data, voice, and video. The combination of these several traffic types
leads to certain requirements for such a network, because they all have their own
characteristics.
For audio and video there are timing restrictions that have to be taken into
account, in order to create an acceptable quality. The two timing aspects are
delay and jitter (the amount of variation in transmit time). High reliability
restrictions are not always required in these two cases. For the transfer of datafiles however, occasional loss or corruption of data can be unacceptable. In this
case, the timing restrictions are of less importance.
A broad range of information speeds arises due to varying traffic. The use of
network capacity has to be flexible, so that the bandwidth is always allocated
dynamically and resources are utilized efficiently by statistical multiplexing.
For the transmission of information, two different switching principles can be
used:
• Circuit switching:
Network equipment has to be reserved for a connection before communication is possible. A well-known circuit switched network is the telephone
network. The timing restrictions are fulfilled using this kind of switching,
but the bandwidth utilization is very inefficient .
• Packet switching:
Blocks of information, called packets, are sent from source to destination.
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The routing information is added to each packet. This leads to a very flexible way of using bandwidth, because every packet can be routed through
the network independently. Timing restrictions are normally not fulfilled
very well.

A.2

ATM Concept

For broadband integrated networks, packet switching has proved to be the best
switching technique. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a specific, packet
oriented way of information transfer. It is a network technology, which takes care
of switching, multiplexing, and transmission of information. This transfer mode is
called "asynchronous", because packets don't have to be sent periodically. They
can be sent through the network dependent on the users' needs. The information
flow is connection oriented. A virtual connection set-up phase must first allow the
network to do the reservation of the necessary resources, before the information
transfer phase can start. The sequence of packets is remained because of this
set-up.
ATM packets are called cells, and they have a fixed length of 53 bytes, which are
5 bytes header and 48 bytes payload. This is shown in figure A.I [Prycker93]. In
the header, a VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) and a VCI (Virtual Channel Identifier) together contain the information to identify to which virtual connection the
packet belongs. The header is protected by an error detecting or correcting code,
the Reader Error Control (REC).
payload
48 bytes

header
5 bytes

Figure A.I: ATM cell

In order to be able to use one physical channel to transmit information by multiple
users, several kinds of multiplexing can be utilized. ATM makes use of ATD
(Asynchronous Time Division) multiplexing. The header of an ATM cell contains
the information to which connection the cell belongs. Thus, the time to use the
physical channel can be divided among the users according to their own needs.
This leads to a very flexible way of bandwidth usage.

A.3

ATM Networks

A connection in an ATM network consists of several virtual channels. Each
channel connects two nodes within such a network. The identification of a virtual
channel is done by the VCl. In the nodes, a translation of the VCI has to be done.
By dynamically making use of the available bandwidth, a flexible transfer mode
is achieved.
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Another way to build up a connection is by using a virtual path. This is a logical
connection between two "path end" nodes, and can consist of several virtual
channels. A reason for making use of virtual paths is to decrease the amount
of processing within a node during the call setup, which reduces the setup delay
and simplifies the switching nodes. A VPI is used to identify a virtual path.
In figure A.2 [Prycker93] the relation between virtual path and virtual circuit
switching is shown.
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Figure A.2: Relation between virtual path and virtual circuit switching

A.4

ATM Protocol Reference Model

The functions needed for communication can be structured in a model. The
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) reference model is such a model, which is
divided into 7 layers. With this layered structure the complexity can be reduced.
The protocol communications are always only between adjacent layers (one level
difference) or peer-to-peer (same level). Layer n uses the services delivered by
layer n-l and supplies layer n+ 1 with services.
A different model is used for ATM, called the ATM protocol reference model. This
ATM concept uses except for a layered architecture also separate data streams for
communication control (in-band signalling) and for transferring user information.
In figure A.3 [Tanenbaum96] this three-dimensional reference model is shown.
The physical layer takes care of the transport of cells from one network node to
the other, independent of the transmission medium. This layer can be split into
two sublayers:
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Management plane

Control plane

Adaptation layer
ATMlayer
Physical layer

Figure A.3: The ATM protocol reference model

• The PMD (Physical Medium Dependent) sublayer interfaces to the actual
medium, so it really depends on what physical carrier is used. It moves
bit-streams on and off and handles the bit timing.
• The TC (Transmission Convergence) sublayer converts bit streams into
cell streams and the other way around. It generates and checks header
checksums as well.
The most important tasks for the ATM layer are:
• Generation and removal of packet headers
• Allocation of VCl and VPl
• Connection of virtual channels
• Routing of cells
• Cell multiplexingjdemultiplexing
The Adaptation layer is split into two sublayers:
• The CS (Convergence Sublayer) is service-dependent. Different kinds of
services can be offered to different applications.
• The SAR (Segmentation And Reassembly) sublayer creates ATM cells on
the transmission side, and rearranges them at the destination.
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Appendix B
ATM Switches
The need for a broadband network will lead to a broad range of information
speeds and connection configurations (point-to-point and point-to-multipoint).
This means that ATM switches have to have a high throughput, and that their
performance is also determined by variance of delay (jitter) and packet loss. Furthermore, special features have to be added to make multicasting possible. This
chapter describes ATM switch functionalities and several queueing mechanisms.

B.l

Basic Functions of ATM Switches

The base principle of an ATM switch is shown in figure B.l [Prycker93]. An
ATM cell arriving at one of the incoming lines, is switched to one (or more) of
the outgoing lines. At the same time a header translation takes place from an
incoming value to an outgoing value. A translation table is used to decide where
a cell has to go to, and what the header translation is.
H two cells are routed to the same output at a certain time, one of them must be
queued. In the example it can be seen that two packets coming in at II and In
are both routed to output 0 1 at the same time. One of them has to be queued,
which is done with the packet from II here.
Thus three basic functions can be distinguished in an ATM switch:
1. routing: Packets must be transported from their arriving input to one or
more destination outputs.

2. queueing: H packets from different inputs want to go to the same output at
the same time, only one can be routed directly, while the others have to wait.
Therefore buffers are necessary, which have to be organized according to the
FIFO-principle (i.e. as queues) since packet sequence must be maintained
on the same virtual connection.
3. header translations: The virtual connection identifier in the header must
be updated for the next section. Besides the header checksum has to be
adapted.
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Figure B.1: ATM switching principle
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Besides switching a packet from one input to one output, an ATM switch should
also be able to transmit a packet from one input to multiple outputs. This is
called multicasting and is for example required for mailing or video conferencing.
A special case of multicasting, in which a packet is transmitted to all outputs, is
called broadcasting and is required for e.g. TV distribution.

B.2

Queueing Mechanisms

As seen before, one of the basic switch functions is queueing of cells which want
to go to the same output. Three various queueing strategies are possible. These
strategies are determined by the physical location of the buffers, and lead to
different performance.
• Input queueing:
Contention problems are solved at the input by placing a FIFO buffer there.
Cells have to wait if they arrive at various inputs at the same time and
want to go to the same output. One cell is selected, while the others have
to wait. After a cell has been stored in the input queue, another cell can
arrive which could be routed to another output. But this cell has to wait
as well, because the first one blocks the transfer. This major disadvantage
is called "Head-of-Line" blocking.

II II I

IIIII

2

••
•
N

••
•

2

routing

IIIII

•
•
•

N

Figure B.2: Input queueing

• Output queueing:
A FIFO buffer is placed at every output. As a consequence, it can happen
that at all inputs (N) simultaneously a cell arrives, and that they all have
to be routed to one and the same output. The cell transfer speed must
be chosen in such a way that N cells can be written in the output queues
during one cell time.
• Central queueing:
The buffers are shared between all inputs and outputs. Cells arriving at inputs are stored in the central queue. The outputs use the FIFO principle to
select cells out of the central queue, so that the cell sequence is maintained.
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Figure B.4: Central queueing

When comparing performance of the different strategies, it can be concluded that
input queueing achieves the worst throughput, especially when using multicasting
or broadcasting. Output queueing however is more complex to implement, since
this method should be able to write multiple cells to an output queue at the
same time. The advantage of central queueing is that the total memory space
needed is smaller than for the other strategies, because of sharing. Though, for
this approach a really complex queue management is required, due to multiple
read and write accesses to the queue.
A fourth queueing mechanism is developed to combine the advantages of central
queueing (less memory space) and output queueing (good performance):
• Shared memory queueing [Denzel92]:
Cells are written to a shared memory, while only the addresses are routed
to the output queues. The addresses are easier to handle than the whole
packet, so queue management is less complex than in central queueing.
Furthermore with this strategy a clear division can be made between data
and control section.
This queueing mechanism is chosen to be used in the PrizmaPlus switch.
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Figure B.5: Shared memory queueing

B.3

Flow Control

In order to avoid packet loss in a switch, flow control techniques are used between
switch elements. This flow control is necessary because at the input and output
side of an ATM switch additional buffers are needed. Performance simulations
have shown that if the load for a switch would be 100%, this would lead to an
infinite delay. Therefore, normally a load percentage n is chosen which leads to
an acceptable delay, see figure B.6.

n

100%

Load
Figure B.6: Delay versus Load

Now assume, packets are transmitted with a speed s. The switch is able to
handle packets with a maximum speed sin (n<100%). Buffers at the input side
are needed now, for queueing packets which can not be accepted by the switch
yet. At the output side, buffers are used for adapting the speed again to s. This
is shown in figure B. 7.
It might occur, that a packet can not be forwarded from one buffer to the other.
Two methods can be used to avoid packet loss:
• grant:

A buffer can send a "send no more" signal (grant reset) to a previous buffer.
Packets that are already sent from the previous buffer at the moment this
grant signal is reset, can still be accepted. This signal has to be reset in
time, because packets are never retransmitted.
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Figure B.7: Speed adaptation by using buffers

• backpressure:

A buffer can send a "retransmit" signal to a previous buffer, saying that it
could not accept the last packet. Thus this packet has to be stored in the
previous buffer for a longer time to allow retransmission.
These concepts can only be used within a switch or a multistage network with
short distances between the stages (or switches). When using backpressure, the
signal must be read by the previous buffer before another packet is transmitted.
Otherwise the packet that was intended to be backpressured (and thus retransmitted) would get lost.
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Appendix C
Read Control Packet Testcase
Code
/* Testcase: tc_rdctrlpkt.C
This testcase verifies that a threshold number of control packets
can be received by the microprocessor, and that control packets
exceeding this number are freed.

/* ================================================================ */
/*
CONFIGURATION PART
*/
/* =============================================================== */
/* Read in the (default) configuration */
y'include prizmaplus.cfg

/* Testcase-configuration */
Y.define IT
31
Y.define GRT
128
Y.define TRACE
TRUE
Y.define TP
16
Y.define SPEED
1

/* idle time at start */
/* delay at end of simulation */
/* write trace to files */
/* number of ports (int.speed exp.) */
/* Speed being used */

/* Dimensions of the switch:
are included by the config files */

/* SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT: */
SFA_TRACE = $(TRACE)
Idle_Time = $(IT)
Grace_Time = $(GRT)
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PortSpeed = $(SPEEO)
Packet_Size = $(PS)
Total_Ports = $(TP)
ProcItfVersion = 1
PRIZMA
MOOEREG
CtrlPktEnable

1*

= 1

define--------I RANOOMI-----------------------------------------

Y.define SO
Seed = $(SO)
Y.define WU
WarmUp = $(WU)

0

1*

the random seed number

0

1*
1*

WarmUp:
nr of calls to rnd() before start

*1

*1
*1
*1

#else

#include "tester.h"

II include general functions for test cases with random features
#include 11tc_random.h"
II

names of registers defined in ocm_address.h
#include "ocm_address.h"

II ===================================================================

II

GLOBAL PART

II ===================================================================
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

Seed, WarmUp;
Idle_Time, Total_Ports, PortSpeed;
cptime=250;
freetime=150;
count, inp;
i, start_time, NrOfModules;
lowest, free_port, pck_cnt[SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS];

II ===================================================================

II

FUNCTIONS

II ===================================================================

II
II
II
II

This function is so to say a semi-random function. For a better
distribution of randomly selected inputs, the ones which were
already picked are excluded from further selection. When every port
has been selected once, this function goes for a second "fill-up".

int next_inport() {
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int i, j, crucial_port[16], rnd_nr, port;

II initialize
j=O;
if (free_port==l){
lowest+=l ;
free_port=O;
}

free_port=O;
for (i=O;i<NrOfOutputs;i++)

crucial_port [i]=O;

II
II

count free ports (free_port), assigned the ports under which
I can randomly choose to crucial ports (crucial_port[i])
for (j=O, i=O;i<NrOfOutputs;i++){
if (pck_cnt[i]==lowest){
free_port += 1;
crucial_port[j]=i;
j++;
}
}

II actually select one port out of the crucial ports
rnd_nr=rnd(free_port);
port=crucial_port[rnd_nr];
II increment counter for selected port
pck_cnt[port]++;
return port;
}

void normalO {
for (count = 0; count< Total_Ports; count++) {
inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, inp, start_time, 0);
}
}

II
II
II

=================================================================
INIT PART
=================================================================

void initO {
int prob,dum;

II read default values of *.cfg
Idle_Time = GetInteger ("Idle_Time");
Seed = GetInteger ("Seed");
WarmUp = Get Integer ("WarmUp");
PortSpeed = Getrnteger ("PortSpeed");
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Total_Ports = Getlnteger ("Total_Ports");
SetSeed(Seed);
for (prob=O;prob<WarmUp;prob++) dum=rnd(100);

II

Warmup Period

II

initialisation for function next_inport ()
for (i=O;i<NrOfOutputs;i++) pck_cnt[iJ=O;
lowest=O;
free_port=O;
}

II
II
II

=================================================================
PROGRAM PART
=================================================================

void program() {
int stime, NrOfReadCPs;
int adder;
start_time = GetStartTime ();
for (count=O; count<NrOflnputs; count++)
SetSegmStartTimes (count, start_time);

NrOfModules = PortSpeed/(16/Total_Ports);
Print("NrOfModules=%d",NrOfModules);
Print("Logical Unit Size:%d",LUSize);

II
II
II
II

***************************************************************
Testing part 1:
NrOfReadCPs is set to zero, thus no control packets can be read
***************************************************************

NrOfReadCPs = 0;
Print("NrOfReadCPs=%d",NrOfReadCPs);

II
II

set the threshold in ThValueReg to 0 after setting ThPrtReg as
pointing towards the control packet queue

for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
SetReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThPrtReg, 64, 0, 0);
}

start_time += NrOfModules*LUSize;
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for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
SetReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThValueReg, NrOfReadCPs, 0, 0);
}

start_time += LUSize;
for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
CheckReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThValueReg. NrOfReadCPs, 0, 0);
}

start_time += (NrOfModules+l)*LUSize;

II
II

Send NrOflnputs control packets, one to each input.
These packets are all get lost (not granted)!

for (count = 0; count < NrOflnputs; count++) {
inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS, start_time, SYS_MAX_NR_PRIOR, 2);
II get lost packet
}

II
II
II
II
II

Because of the fact that these generated control packets should
all be get lost, and thus the read and free queue don't have to
be freed, no extra time is needed before performing the next part.
Only the time between two packets sent at one input has to be
taken into account (which is equal to the logical unit size).

start_time += LUSize;

II
II
II
II

*****************************************************************
Testing part 2:
NrOfReadCPs is set to a random value between 1 and (NrOflnputs-l)
*****************************************************************

NrOfReadCPs = rnd(NrOflnputs-l)+l;
Print(INrOfReadCPs=%d",NrOfReadCPs);

II
II
II

set the threshold in ThValueReg to the chosen value
(randomly chosen) after setting the ThPrtReg.
pointing towards the control packet queue.

for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
SetReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThPrtReg, 64, 0, 0);
}

start_time += NrOfModules*LUSize;
for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
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SetReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThValueReg, NrOfReadCPs, 0, 0);
}

start_time += NrOfModules*LUSize;
for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
CheckReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThValueReg, NrOfReadCPs, 0, 0);
}

start_time += NrOfModules*LUSize;

II
II

Send NrOfReadCPs control packets to any of the inputs.
These packets are all accepted!

for (count = 0; count < NrOfReadCPs; count++) {
inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS, start_time, SYS_MAX_NR_PRIOR);
}

II Checking the interrupt register for the right interrupts and order
for (count=O; count<NrOfReadCPs; count++)
Checklnterrupt(32 , count);
adder = NrOfReadCPs;
for (count = 0; count < (Total_Ports-NrOfReadCPs); count++) {
inp = next_inport();
}

start_time += LUSize;

II
II

Send NrOflnputs control packets, one to each input
These packets are all get lost!

for (count = 0; count < NrOflnputs; count++) {
inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS, start_time, SYS_MAX_NR_PRIOR, 2);
}

II
II

Wait at least "1 packet read" number of clock cycles.
Here I choose: 1*30*LUSize.

start_time += 1*30*LUSize;

II

Now, one more control packet can be sent which should be granted.

inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS, start_time, SYS_MAX_NR_PRIOR);

II

Checking the interrupt register for the right interrupts and order
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Checklnterrupt(32, adder);
adder++;
for (count = 0; count < (Total_Ports-i); count++) {
inp = next_inport();
}

II
II

After all generations, add enough time for the microprocessor
to read all control packets which are written into the read queue

start_time += NrOfReadCPs*30*LUSize;

II
II
II
II

*****************************************************************
Testing part 3:
NrOfReadCPs is set to the total number of inputs: NrOflnputs
*****************************************************************

NrOfReadCPs = NrOflnputs;
Print(INrOfReadCPs='l.d",NrOfReadCPs);

II
II
II

set the threshold in ThValueReg to the chosen value
(randomly chosen) after setting the ThPrtReg,
pointing towards the control packet queue.

for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
SetReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThPrtReg, 64, 0, 0);
}

start_time += NrOfModules*LUSize;
for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
SetReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThValueReg, NrOfReadCPs, 0, 0);
}

start_time += NrOfModules*LUSize;
for (count=O;count<NrOfModules;count++) {
CheckReg(count, start_time, Addr_ThValueReg, NrOfReadCPs, 0, 0);
}

start_time += (NrOfModules+i)*LUSize;

II
II
II

Send NrOfReadCPs control packets to any of the inputs.
This equals the total number of inputs now.
These packets are all accepted!

for (count = 0; count < NrOfReadCPs; count++) {
inp = next_inport();
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}

II Checking the interrupt register for the right interrupts and order
for (count=O; count<NrOfReadCPs; count++)
Checklnterrupt(32, count+adder);
adder += NrOfReadCPs;
start_time += LUSize;

II
II

Send NrOflnputs control packets, one to each input
These packets are all get lost!

for (count = 0; count < NrOflnputs; count++) {
inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS, start_time, SYS_MAX_NR_PRIOR, 2);
}

II

Wait at least "1 packet read" number of clock cycles.

start_time += 1*30*LUSize;

II

Now, one more control packet can be sent which should be granted.

inp = next_inport();
Gen(inp, SYS_MAX_NR_OUTPUTS, start_time, SYS_MAX_NR_PRIOR);

II

Checking the interrupt register for the right interrupts and order
Checklnterrupt(32 , adder);
adder++;

II
II

After all generations, add enough time for the microprocessor
to read all control packets which are written into the read queue

start_time += NrOfReadCPs*30*LUSize;

II
II
II

*****************************************************************
Now set the simulation time
*****************************************************************

stime = start_time;
PrintCfg ("Sim_Time = 'l.d",stime);
Print ("Sim_Time set to: 'l.d",stime);
}

#endif
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Appelldix D
Microprocessor Code

II "@(#) File: uproc.C
#include "uproc.h"
#include "upvars.h"
#include "ocm_address.h"
extern "C"
#include
#include
#include

{
"driver.h"
"cfgparse.h"
"comdef.h"

}

#define CTRL_ENABLED 1
defaultarchitecture(Microprocessor)

1*-----------------------------------------------------------------*1
1*
*1
1*
MICROPROCESSOR
*1
1*
*1
1*-----------------------------------------------------------------*1
#if (CTRL_ENABLED == 1)
1* switch chip interface *1
boolean
INT[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
t_nadr
Address [SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] [3];
t_ndata
Data_Read[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];

1* internal parameters *1
t_nuPState
t_nuPState
t_nuPState
t_nuPState
t_nuPState

State[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
INTState[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
INT_HANDLING[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
RegReadWriteState[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
CP_WRITESTATE[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
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t_nuPState
t_nuPState
t_nuPState
t_ncmd
t_nadr
t_ndata

WRITECP[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
WRITE_BITMAP[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
TRANSMITCP[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
Nxt_CMD[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
Nxt_Adr[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ [3J;
Nxt_Data[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;

1* File reading and synchronisation *1
stream
stream
stream
stream
stream
char
int
int
int
int
int
int

InputFile[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
OutputFile[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
IntOutputFile[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
uPCPlnputFile[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
uPCPOutputFile[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
Type [SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] [256J;
LocTime[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
NewTime[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
TimeOff[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
OffsetTime[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
NrOfSync[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
endoffile[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;

int delaycount;
int rowcounter;
int bytecounter;
int rowwrite;
int bytewrite;
int cp_interrupt;
int cp_data[4J [20J;
int cp_memrownotfilled;
int Next_interrupt;
int waitforrowfill;
boolean master[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
int LUSize;
int rowsize;
int TP;
int IntSpex;
int ExtSpex;
int count;
int divide;
int addressinfo;
int noregreadorwrite[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
int addrinfo[2J;
int regbyte;
int chipchange;
int cp_rcint;
int cp_trint;
int procerr_int;
int endofcpdatafile;
int writecp_data[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ[4J [20J;
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int ddelimit[SYS_MALPRIZMAS] [4] [20J;
int bitmap [2] ;
int addr[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] [2J;
int step [SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] ;
int slaveintime1[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
int slaveintime2[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
int slaveintime3[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
int slaveouttime1[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
int slaveouttime2[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
int slaveouttime3[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ;
int cpwritecount;
boolean masterready;
boolean slaveready[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS];
boolean slaves;

1* ------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*
Initialisation of the microprocessor variables
*1
1* ------------------------------------------------------------- *1
void AutoInitialize() {
int chipcount;
for(chipcount=O; chipcount<g_NrOfPrizma16s; chipcount++) {
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
InputFile[chipcount] =
OpenFile(chipcount, 0, FALSE, "r",
GetString(luPInFilePrefix"));
Assert(InputFile[chipcount] != NULL);
Trace("InputFile[y'd] is opened", chipcount);
OutputFile[chipcount] =
OpenFile(chipcount, 0, FALSE, "W",
GetString(luPOutFilePrefix")) ;
Assert(OutputFile[chipcount] != NULL);
Trace("OutputFile[%d] is opened", chipcount);
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
OffsetTime[chipcount] = 0;
NrOfSync[chipcount] = 0;
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
INTState[chipcountJ = NO_INT;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_READ;
RegReadWriteState[chipcount] = START;
CP_WRITESTATE[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] = CP_WRITEINIT;
WRITECP[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] = CPWRITE_ADDRESS;
WRITE_BITMAP[SYS_MAX_PRIZMAS] = CP_WRITEBM;
TRANSMITCP[SYS_MAX_PRIZMASJ = CP_TRANSMIT;
endoffile[chipcount] = 0;
cp_memrownotfilled = 16;
Next_interrupt = -1;
cp_rcint = 32;
cp_trint = 64;
procerr_int = 16;
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delaycount = 0;
waitforrowfill = 20;
rowcounter = 0;
bytecounter = 0;
rowwrite = 0;
bytewrite = 0;
count = 0;
cpwritecount=O;
slaveintime1[chipcount] = 0;
slaveintime2[chipcount] = 0;
slaveintime3[chipcount] = 0;
slaveouttime1[chipcount] = 0;
slaveouttime2[chipcount] = 0;
slaveouttime3[chipcount] = 0;
master[chipcount] = FALSE;
LUSize = Getlnteger(IPacket_Size") / (g_NrOfPrizma16s);
rowsize = Getlnteger(IPacket_Size")/4;
Trace(ILUSize=%d",LUSize);
if (g_IntSpex == 0) IntSpex = 1;
else IntSpex = (g_IntSpex*2);
Trace(IIntSpex=%d",IntSpex);
ExtSpex = g_PortSpeed/lntSpex;
Trace(IExtSpex=%d",ExtSpex);
TP = 16/IntSpex;
Trace(ITP=%d",TP);
noregreadorwrite[chipcount] = FALSE;
if «chipcount%ExtSpex) == 0) master[chipcount]=TRUE;
step[chipcount] = 0;
masterready = FALSE;
slaveready[chipcount] = FALSE;
Trace("Slaveready is FALSE for chipcount: %d", chipcount);
slaves = FALSE;
readregfile(chipcount);
if (master[chipcount]==TRUE) {
endofcpdatafile = 0;
uPCPlnputFile[chipcount] =
fopen(GetString(l uPCPlnFilePrefix"), "r ");
Assert(uPCPlnputFile[chipcount] != NULL);
Trace(" uPCPlnputFile[%d] is opened", chipcount);
readcpdatafile(chipcount);
uPCPOutputFile[chipcount] =
fopen(GetString(l uPCPOutFilePrefix"), 11W");
Assert(uPCPOutputFile[chipcount] != NULL);
Trace("uPCPOutputFile[%d] is opened", chipcount);
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IntOutputFile[chipcount] =
fopen(GetString("uPlntOutFilePrefix"), "w");
Assert (IntOutputFile [chipcount] != NULL);
Trace("IntOutputFile[%d] is opened", chipcount);
}
}
}

1* ------------------------------------------------------------ *1
1*
Read from the microprocessor register file
*1
1*
One line will be read
*1
1* ------------------------------------------------------------ *1
void readregfile(int chipcount) {
char buffer [400] , *tmp, *cmd;
stream SeclnpFile;
SeclnpFile = InputFile[chipcount];
if (fscanf (SeclnpFile, "'los %d %d %d %d %d %d\n" ,
&Type[chipcount] , &LocTime[chipcount],
&Nxt_CMD[chipcount], &Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [0] ,
&Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [1], &Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [2],
&Nxt_Data[chipcount]) == EOF) {
endoffile[chipcount] = 1;
Trace("end of file reached");
}

if (endoffile[chipcount] != 1) {
Trace ("Chipcount=%d, Type=%s, Loctime=%d, Nxt_CMD=%d",
chipcount, Type [chipcount], LocTime[chipcount],
Nxt_CMD[chipcount]);
Trace("Nxt_AdrO=%d, Nxt_Adr1=%d, Nxt_Adr2=%d, Nxt_Data=%d",
Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [0], Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [1],
Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [2], Nxt_Data[chipcount]);
}

}

1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*
Write register address and data into an output file
*1
1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
void uPOutFileWrite(int chipcount) {
fprintf(OutputFile[chipcount], "%d %d %d 'led 'led 'led\n",
NewTime[chipcount], NrOfSync[chipcount],
Address [chipcount] [0], Address [chipcount] [1],
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Address [chipcount] [2], Data_Read[chipcount]);
}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/*
Write interrupt data into an output file
*/
/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */

void uPlntOutFileWrite(int chipcount) {
fprintf(IntOutputFile[chipcount], "'l.d'l.d\n",
Time, Data_Read[chipcount]);
}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
Read control packet data out of an input file

/*

*/

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
void readcpdatafile(int chipcount) {
if (fscanf(uPCPlnputFile[chipcount], "'l.d 'l.d 'l.d 'l.d ",
&LocTime[chipcount], &slaveintime1[chipcount],
&slaveintime2[chipcount] ,
&slaveintime3[chipcount]) == EOF) {
endofcpdatafile = 1;
Trace(" end of cpdata file reached");
return;
}

if (endofcpdatafile != 1) {
Trace("load a Cp");
for (rowwrite=0;rowwrite<4;rowwrite++) {
for (bytewrite=O;bytewrite<rowsize;bytewrite++) {
fscanf(uPCPlnputFile[chipcount], 1'l.2x",
&writecp_data[chipcount+(rowwrite/2)'l.
((ExtSpex/lntSpex)/2)]
[rowwrite'l.(8/(ExtSpex/lntSpex»]
[bytewrite]) ;
Trace(" chipcount: 'l.d, writecpdata: 'l.2x",
chipcount, writecp_data[chipcount+(rowwrite/2)'l.
((ExtSpex/lntSpex)/2)]
[rowwrite'l.(8/(ExtSpex/lntSpex»]
[bytewrite] ) ;
}
}

bitmap[O] = writecp_data[chipcount] [0] [1];
bitmap[1] = writecp_data[chipcount] [0] [2];
Trace (llbitmap = 'l.2x'l.2x", bitmap [0], bitmap [1] ) ;
fscanf(uPCPlnputFile[chipcount], "\n");
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}
}

1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*
Write control packet data into an output file
*1
1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
void uPCPOutFileStartWrite(int chipcount) {
fprintf(uPCPOutputFile[chipcount], "%d %d %d %d ",
Time, slaveouttimel, slaveouttime2, slaveouttime3);
Trace(" s tart cpwrite");
}

void uPCPOutFileFillWrite(int chipcount) {
fprintf(uPCPOutputFile[chipcount],"%.2x",
cp_data[rowwriteJ [bytewrite]);
Trace(" write cpwrite: %.2x , chipcount=%d",
cp_data[rowwrite] [bytewrite], chipcount);
}

void uPCPOutFileEndWrite(int chipcount) {
fprintf(uPCPOutputFile[chipcount], "\n");
Trace("end cpwrite");
}

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

---------------------------------------------------------------*1
Actions to be taken after an interrupt is detected
*1
*1
INT_READ : read the interrupt value out of the
*1
status register
*1
INT_CP_LOADCP : send a "load next control packet"
*1
command to the Table Command Register
*1
INT_CP_WAITLOADCP : wait for acknowledgement
*1
INT_CP_ADDRESS : read the address out of the
*1
Table Address Register
*1
INT_CP_WAITADDRESS : wait for acknowledgement and address
*1
INT_CP_ROWCP : send a "shared memory row read command"
*1
to the Table Command Register
*1
INT_CP_WAITROWCP
wait for acknowledgement
*1
an interrupt can be detected, because of
*1
a "read row register error
*1
INT_POINTERRESET : reset the Table Pointer Register if there
*1
was a "read row register error
*1
INT_WAITPOINTERRESET : wait for acknowledgement
*1
INT_CP_READCP : read the control packet data stored in one row *1
INT_CP_WAITREADCP: wait for acknowledgement and the data
*1
INT_MEMROWNOTFILLED : check if the interrupt was due to
*1
"memory row not filled yet"
*1
II

II
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1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

INT_WAITMEMROWNOTFILLED : wait for acknowledgement
INT_CP_FREEADDR : send a "free current control packet
address" command
INT_CP_WAITFREEADDR : wait for acknowledgement, and reset
INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE : change the rowaddress to be read, because
of speed expansion
INT_CP_WAITADDRCHANGE : two steps to write the next rowaddress
to be read
INT_WAIT : wait here until all four rows are read in case of
speed expansion

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

------------------------------------------------------ ---------*1

void interrupt(int chipcount) {
switch (INT_HANDLING[chipcountJ) {

1* read the status register *1
case INT_READ:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) == 1) {
Data_Read[chipcountJ = read(ARG_RegDataIn[chipcountJ);
uPIntOutFileWrite(chipcount);
Trace("Time=%d uP[%dJ RD Addr=%ld Data=%ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcountJ [OJ,
Data_Read[chipcountJ);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
if (Data_Read[chipcountJ == cp_rcint)
INT_HANDLING[chipcountJ = INT_CP_LOADCP;
else if (Data_Read[chipcountJ == cp_trint) {
INT_HANDLING[chipcountJ = INT_READ;
INTState[chipcountJ = INT_DETECT;
State[chipcountJ = UP_WRITECPHANDLING;
}

else {
INTState[chipcountJ = NO_INT;
INT[chipcountJ = 0;
}
}

break;

1* Send a "Load Next Control Packet Address" command *1
1* to the Table Command Register
*1
case INT_CP_LOADCP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) == 0) {
Trace("1 oad next cp,send addr to TCR");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ) = Addr_TableCmdReg;
Address [chipcountJ [OJ = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcountJ) = 5;
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Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_WAITLOADCP;
}

break;

1* Wait for acknowledgement *1
case INT_CP_WAITLOADCP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Time='l.d uP['l.d.] WR Addr='l.1d Data='l.ld",
Time, chipcount , Address [chipcount] [0],
Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRESS;
}

break;

1* read the address out of the Table Address Register *1
case INT_CP_ADDRESS:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableAddrReg;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_WAITADDRESS;
}

break;

1* wait for acknowledgement and address *1
case INT_CP_WAITADDRESS:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
addressinfo = read(ARG_RegDataIn[chipcount]);
Trace("time='l.d uP['l.d] RD Addr='l.ld Data='l.ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcount] [0], addressinfo);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ROWCP;
}

break;

1* Send a shared memory row read command *1
case INT_CP_ROWCP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace(" send a row read command, write to TCR");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableCmdReg;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = 1;
Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_WAITROWCP;
}
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break;

/* Wait for acknowledgement */
case INT_CP_WAITROWCP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Time=Y.d uP[y'd] WR Addr=Y.ld Data=Y.ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcount] [0],
Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_POINTERRESET;
}

break;

/* reset the Table Pointer Register if there */
/* was a "read row register error"
*/
case INT_POINTERRESET:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace("Table Pointer Register is being reset");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TablePtrReg;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = 0;
Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_WAITPOINTERRESET;
}

break;
/* wait for acknowledgement */
case INT_WAITPOINTERRESET:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Time=Y.d uP [y'd] WR Addr=Y.ld Data=Y.1d",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcount] [0],
Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_READCP;
INT[chipcount] = 0;
}

break;

/* read the control packet data stored in one row */
case INT_CP_READCP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace("Data is read from the Table Data Register");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableDataReg;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_WAITREADCP;
}
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break;

1* Wait for acknowledgement and the data. *1
1* An interrupt can be received *1
case INT_CP_WAITREADCP:

1* Create a delay to avoid the situation *1
1* that the memory row is not filled yet *1
if (delaycount < waitforrowfill) {
delaycount+=1;
}

1* An interrupt is detected while handling another one *1
1* probably because memory row not filled yet *1
else if (INT[chipcount] == 1 &&
read(ARG_Ackln[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Interrupt detected while handling another oneil);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_MEMROWNOTFILLED;
INT[chipcount] = 0;
delaycount = 0;
}

1* Data in memory row is valid *1
else if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcount]) -- 1) {
cp_data[rowcounter] [bytecounter] =
read(ARG_RegDataln[chipcount]);
Trace (II readcpdata [Yed] [Yed] = Ye2x II ,
rowcounter, bytecounter,
cp_data[rowcounterJ [bytecounter]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_READCP;
State[chipcount] = UP_INTHANDLING;
bytecounter++;
Trace("bytecounter: Yed", bytecounter);
if (bytecounter == rowsize) {
delaycount = 0;
bytecounter = 0;
rowcounter += 1;
Trace("rowcounter: Yed", rowcounter);
regbyte = 0;

1* dependent on the kind of speed expansion, decide *1
1* from which address the next cp-data has to be read *1
if (rowcounter < 4) {
Trace("in loop");

1* SPEED=2 TP=16 *1
if ((master[chipcount] -- TRUE) && (rowcounter == 0)
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&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 16» {
Trace("Master, rowcounter='l.d", rowcounter);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ROWCP;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter == 1)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 16» {
Trace("Master, switch chip");
chipchange = 1;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter == 2)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP -- 16» {
Trace("Master, switch chip");
chipchange = 512;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 3)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 16» {
Trace("Master, switch chip");
chip change = 513;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

1* SPEED=4 TP=16 *1
else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 0)
&& (ExtSpex == 4) && (TP == 16» {
Trace("Master, rowcounter='l.d I1 , rowcounter);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ROWCP;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 1)
&& (ExtSpex == 4) && (TP == 16» {
Trace("Master, address change (ext spex 4)");
chip change = 512;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

else if «ExtSpex == 4) && (TP == 16) && (rowcounter==2»
Trace("Slave , address change (ext spex 4)");
State[chipcount+1] = UP_INTHANDLING;
INTState[chipcount+1] = INT_WAITACTIVE;
chipchange = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount+1] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_WAIT;
}
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{

else if «ExtSpex == 4) && (TP == 16) && (rowcounter==3)) {
Trace("Slave , address change (ext spex 4)");
State[chipcount] = UP_INTHANDLING;
INTState[chipcount] = INT_WAITACTIVE;
chipchange = 512;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

1* SPEED=4 TP=8 *1
else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 0)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 8)) {
Trace(IIMaster, rowcounter=Y.d", rowcounter);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_RDWCP;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 1)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 8)) {
Trace(IIMaster, rowcounter=Y.d", rowcounter);
chipchange = 256;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 2)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 8)) {
Trace(IIMaster, rowcounter=Y.d", rowcounter);
chip change = 512;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}

else if «master[chipcount] == TRUE) && (rowcounter -- 3)
&& (ExtSpex == 2) && (TP == 8)) {
Trace("Master, rowcounter=Y.d", rowcounter);
chipchange = 768;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
}
}

else {
Trace (Ilrowcounter=4 , fill file and reset! II);
if (master[chipcount] == TRUE) {

1* Fill the control packet output file *1
if (ExtSpex == 2)
slaveouttime1[chipcount] = LocTime[chipcount];
if (ExtSpex == 4) {
slaveouttime1[chipcount] = LocTime[chipcount];
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slaveouttime2[chipcountJ = LocTime[chipcountJ;
slaveouttime3[chipcountJ = LocTime[chipcountJ;
}

uPCPOutFileStartWrite(chipcount);
for (rowwrite=0;rowwrite<4;rowwrite++) {
for (bytewrite=O;bytewrite<rowsize;bytewrite++)
uPCPOutFileFillWrite(chipcount);
}

uPCPOutFileEndWrite(chipcount);
INT_HANDLING[chipcountJ = INT_CP_FREEADDR;
}

else {
INT_HANDLING[chipcountJ = INT_READ;
State[chipcountJ = UP_NEWACTIVE;
for (count=chipcount; count<chipcount+ExtSpex; count++)
noregreadorwrite[chipcountJ = FALSE;
}
}
}
}

break;

1* check if the interrupt was because of *1
1* "memory row not filled" *1
case INT_MEMROWNOTFILLED:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcountJ) == 0) {
Trace("Check what interrupt is received");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcountJ) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ) = Addr_StatusReg;
Address [chipcountJ [OJ = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ);
INT_HANDLING[chipcountJ = INT_WAITMEMROWNOTFILLED;
}

break;

1* Wait for acknowledgement *1
case INT_WAITMEMROWNOTFILLED:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcountJ) == 1) {
Data_Read[chipcountJ = read(ARG_RegDataln[chipcountJ);
Trace (" interrupt , cp_memrownotfilled = Y.d",
(Data_Read[chipcountJ == cp_memrownotfilled»;
uPlntOutFileWrite(chipcount);
Trace("Time=Y.d uP[Y.dJ RD Addr=Y.ld Data=Y.ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcountJ [OJ,
Data_Read[chipcountJ);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
if (Data_Read[chipcountJ != cp_memrownotfilled) {
Next_interrupt = Data_Read[chipcountJ ;
Trace("interrupt detected during cp-read: Y.d",
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Next_interrupt);
}

INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_POINTERRESET;
}

break;

1* send a "free current control packet address" command *1
case INT_CP_FREEADDR:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace("free current control packet address");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableCmdReg;
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = 6;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_WAITFREEADDR;
}

break;

1* wait for acknowledgement, and reset everything *1
case INT_CP_WAITFREEADDR:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Time=Y.d uP [Y.d] WR Addr=Y.ld Data=Y.ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcount] [0],
Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INTState[chipcount] = NO_INT;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_READ;
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
for (count=chipcount; count<chipcount+ExtSpex; count++)
noregreadorwrite[chipcount] = FALSE;
rowcounter = 0;
}

break;

1* change the row address to be read *1
1* because of speed expansion *1
case INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcount]) -- 0) {
Trace(lladdress change, regbyte=Y.d" ,regbyte);
addrinfo[l] = «chipchange+addressinfo) & OxOOFF);
addrinfo[O] = «chipchange+addressinfo) & OxFFOO) » 8;
Trace ("addrinfo [0] =Y.2x", addrinfo [0]);
Trace ("addrinfo [1] =Y.2x", addrinfo [1]);
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableAddrReg;
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = addrinfo[regbyte];
Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
Address [chipcount] [0] = Addr_TableAddrReg;
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INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_WAITADDRCHANGE;
Trace(lI chip=%d, address=Y.d", chipcount,Data_Read[chipcount]);
}

break;

1* two steps to write the next row address to be read *1
case INT_CP_WAITADDRCHANGE:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcount]) -- 1) {
if (regbyte == 0) {
Trace(" one regbyte written to Table Address Register");
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ADDRCHANGE;
regbyte++;
}

else {
Trace("both regbytes written to Table Address Register");
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_ROWCP;
regbyte = 0;
}
}

break;

1* wait here until all four rows are read *1
1* in case of speed expansion *1
case INT_WAIT:
Trace(lI chip=Y.d, state = INT_WAIT", chipcount);
if (rowcounter == 4) {
Trace (Ilrowcounter=4, fill file and reset!");
if (master[chipcount] == TRUE) {

1* Fill the control packet output file *1
if (ExtSpex == 2)
slaveouttime1[chipcount]
if (ExtSpex == 4) {
slaveouttime1[chipcount]
slaveouttime2[chipcount]
slaveouttime3[chipcount]

= LocTime[chipcount];
= LocTime[chipcount];
= LocTime[chipcount];
= LocTime[chipcount];

}

uPCPOutFileStartWrite(chipcount);
rowwrite=O;
for (rowwrite=0;rowwrite<4;rowwrite++) {
for (bytewrite=O;bytewrite<rowsize;bytewrite++)
uPCPOutFileFiIIWrite(chipcount);
}

uPCPOutFileEndWrite(chipcount);
INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_CP_FREEADDR;
}

else {
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INT_HANDLING[chipcount] = INT_READ;
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
for (count=chipcount; count<chipcount+ExtSpex; count++)
noregreadorwrite[chipcount] = FALSE;
}
}

break;

} 1* end of switch interrupt handling *1
} 1* end of interrupt function *1
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

---------------------------------------------------------------*1
Actions to be taken if a control packet can be sent
*1
*1
CPWRITE_ADDRESS : write a predefined address to Table Addr Reg *1
CPWRITE_WAITADDRESS : wait for acknowledgement (2 write cycles)*1
CPWRITE_POINTERRESET : reset Table Pointer Reg to 0
*1
CPWRITE_WAITPOINTERRESET : wait for acknowledgement
*1
CPWRITE_WRITECP : transmit a byte from row to Table Data Reg
*1
CPWRITE_WAITWRITECP : wait for acknowledgement
*1
CPWRITE_ROW : send shared mem row write to Table Command Reg
*1
CPWRITE_WAITROW : wait for acknowledgement
*1
---------------------------------------------------------------*1

void cpwriting(int chipcount) {
switch (WRITECP[chipcount]) {

1* write the address to the Table Address Register *1
case CPWRITE_ADDRESS:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableAddrReg;
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount])= addr[chipcount] [regbyte];
WRITECP[chipcount] = CPWRITE_WAITADDRESS;
}

break;
case CPWRITE_WAITADDRESS:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) -- 1) {
if (regbyte == 0) {
Trace(" cpstep: Yod, first part of address: Yod",
step[chipcount], addr[chipcount] [regbyte]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
WRITECP[chipcount] = CPWRITE_ADDRESS;
regbyte++;
}

else {
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Trace(lI cpstep: 'l.d, second part of address: 'l.d ll ,
step [chipcountJ , addr[chipcountJ [regbyteJ);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
WRITECP[chipcountJ = CPWRITE_POINTERRESET;
regbyte = 0;
}
}

break;

1* reset the Table Pointer Register *1
case CPWRITE_POINTERRESET:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) == 0) {
Trace(IITable Pointer Register is being reset ll ) ;
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ) = Addr_TablePtrReg;
Address [chipcount] [OJ = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
Data_Read[chipcountJ = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcountJ);
WRITECP[chipcountJ = CPWRITE_WAITPOINTERRESET;
}

break;

1* wait for acknowledgement *1
case CPWRITE_WAITPOINTERRESET:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) == 1) {
Trace(IITime='l.d uP['l.dJ WR Addr='l.ld Data='l.ld ll ,
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcountJ [OJ,
Data_Read[chipcountJ);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
WRITECP[chipcountJ = CPWRITE_WRITECP;
INT[chipcountJ = 0;
}

break;

1* write the control packet data byte by byte in one row *1
case CPWRITE_WRITECP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) == 0) {
Trace(IIData is written to the Table Data Register ll ) ;
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ) = Addr_TableDataReg;
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcountJ) =
writecp_data[chipcount] [step [chipcountJJ [bytecounterJ;
Address [chipcountJ [OJ = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ);
WRITECP[chipcountJ = CPWRITE_WAITWRITECP;
}

break;
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case CPWRITE_WAITWRITECP:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace(" ctrlpktdata[%d] [%d] = %2x",
step [chipcount] , bytecounter,
writecp_data[chipcount] [step [chipcount]] [bytecounter]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
bytecounter++;
if (bytecounter -- rowsize) {
bytecounter = 0;
regbyte = 0;
WRITECP[chipcount] = CPWRITE_ROW;
}

else WRITECP[chipcount] = CPWRITE_WRITECP;
}

break;

1* Send a shared memory row write command *1
case CPWRITE_ROW:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace(" send a row write command, write to TCR");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_TableCmdReg;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = 0;
Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
WRITECP[chipcount] = CPWRITE_WAITROW;
}

break;

1* Wait for acknowledgement *1
case CPWRITE_WAITROW:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Time=%d uP [%d] WR Addr=%ld Data=%ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcount] [0],
Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
WRITECP[chipcount] = CPWRITE_ADDRESS;
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount]=CP_WRITEEND;
cpwritecount++;
if (cpwritecount==4) cpwritecount=O;
}

}

break;
} 1* end of switch control packet writing
1* end of control packet writing function

*1
*1

1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*
Write the destination bitmap to the
*1
1*
control packet destination register
*1
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1*
*1
1* CP_WRITEBM : Write destination bitmap in two write accesses
*1
1* CP_WAITWRITEBM : Wait for acknowledgement (2 write cycles)
*1
1* ----------------------------------------------------------------*1
void writebitmap(int chipcount) {
switch (WRITE_BITMAP[chipcount]) {

1* write the destination bitmap *1
1* two write accesses are needed *1
case CP_WRITEBM:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace(" bitmap[%d] = %2x , in CP Destination Register",
regbyte, bitmap[regbyte]);
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Addr_CtrlPktBMReg;
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = bitmap [regbyte] ;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
WRITE_BITMAP[chipcount] = CP_WAITWRITEBM;
}

break;

case CP_WAITWRITEBM:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcount]) -- 1) {
if (regbyte == 0) {
Trace(" one regbyte written to Control Packet Dest Reg");
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
WRITE_BITMAP[chipcount] = CP_WRITEBM;
regbyte++;
}

else {
Trace("both regbytes written to Control Packet Dest Reg");
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
WRITE_BITMAP[chipcount] = CP_WRITEBM;
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount]=CP_TMCP;
regbyte = 0;
}
}

break;
}
}

1* ------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*
Transmit the control packet
*1
1*
*1
1* CP_TRANSMIT send a "transmit control packet" command to
*1
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1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
------------------------------------------------------------- *1
the Table Command Register
CP_WAITTRANSMIT: wait for acknowledgement
CP_WRITEINT: Check for write interrupt before new
action can be performed
CP_WAITWRITEINT: If write interrupt, then go to the
new active state
CP_INTREAD: Read the ModeReg
CP_WAITINTREAD: Check if interrupt indeed was "control
packet transmitted". Could also be
"process error interrupt"

void transmitcp(int chipcount) {
switch (TRANSMITCP[chipcountJ) {
case CP_TRANSMIT:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 0) {
Trace("send transmit cp to Table Command Register");
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ) = Addr_TableCmdReg;
Address [chipcountJ [OJ = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcountJ) = 4;
Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
TRANSMITCP[chipcountJ = CP_WAITTRANSMIT;
}

break;
case CP_WAITTRANSMIT:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) == 1) {
Trace("Time='l.d uP['l.dJ WR Addr='l.ld Data='l.1d",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcountJ [OJ,
Data_Read[chipcountJ);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
TRANSMITCP[chipcount] = CP_WRITEINT;
}

break;
case CP_WRITEINT:
if (INT[chipcountJ == 1) {
TRANSMITCP[chipcountJ = CP_WAITWRITEINT;
INT[chipcountJ = 0;
Trace("interrupt after cp transmit");
}

break;
case CP_WAITWRITEINT:
Trace("in cp_waitwriteint");
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcountJ) -- 0)
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TRANSMITCP[chipcount] = CP_INTREAD;
break;
case CP_INTREAD:
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = 0;
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
TRANSMITCP[chipcount] = CP_WAITINTREAD;
break;

1* Dependent on the kind of interrupt, actions will be taken
case CP_WAITINTREAD:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Data_Read[chipcount] = read(ARG_RegDataIn[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
uPIntOutFileWrite(chipcount);
Trace("Time=Y.d uP[y'd] RD Addr=Y.ld Data='l.ld",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcount] [0],
Data_Read[chipcount]);
if (Data_Read[chipcount] == cp_trint) {
Trace("interrupt: cp transmitted");
for (count=chipcount; count<chipcount+ExtSpex;count++) {
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount] = CP_WRITEINIT;
TRANSMITCP[chipcount] = CP_TRANSMIT;

*1

}

masterready = TRUE;
readcpdatafile(chipcount);
INT[chipcount] = 0;
}

else if (Data_Read[chipcount] == procerr_int) {
Trace("interrupt: procerr");
TRANSMITCP[chipcount] = CP_TRANSMIT;
INT[chipcount] = 0;
}

else {
Trace("interrupt: other");
INTState[chipcount] = NO_INT;
INT[chipcount] = 0;
}
}

break;
}
}

1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*
MAIN PART
*1
1*
Perform the communication between microprocessor and ARG
*1
1* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1
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void writeorreadregdata(int chipcount) {
int i;

1*
1*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

1*
/*

/*
/*

Perform actions, depending on the state in which
the microprocessor is at the moment.
UP_NEWACTIVE
If interrupt occurred, then this chipcount is
master chip, and the master and the slaves are
disabled for writing or reading the registers.
If no interrupt occurred writing to or reading
from registers is possible.
UP_INTHANDLING : Handling of occurred interrupts. Here only
used for read control packet handling.
UP_WRITECPHANDLING : Write control packet handling
UP_REGREADORWRITE : Reading from or writing to ARG registers.

*1
*1
*1
*/
*/
*/
*/

*1
*/

*1
*/

switch (State[chipcount]) {

/* the microprocessor is able to perform a new action */
case UP_NEWACTIVE:
Trace("State = upnewactive");
/* check if a new interrupt is detected */
1* during one of the latest actions
*/
if (INT[chipcount] == 1) {
master[chipcount] = TRUE;
for (i=O;i<ExtSpex;i++) {
noregreadorwrite[chipcount+i] = TRUE;
}

State[chipcount] = UP_INTHANDLING;
INTState[chipcount] = INT_DETECT;
INT[chipcount] = 0;
Trace("An interrupt is detected, state = detect, chip: Y.i",
chipcount);
}

else
if «endofcpdatafile != 1) && (Time >= LocTime[chipcount])){
State[chipcount] = UP_WRITECPHANDLING;
Trace(" write cp from up to outp");
}

else
if (noregreadorwrite[chipcount] == FALSE) {
State[chipcount] = UP_REGREADORWRITE;
Trace(" write to or read from a register");
}

break;
case UP_INTHANDLING:

/* Perform action dependent on interrupt state, which can be: *1
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1* INT_DETECT
1* INT_WAITACTIVE
1*

A new interrupt will be handeled
Dependent on the kind of interrupt,
actions will be taken

Trace("State = upinthandling");
switch (INTState[chipcountJ) {

1* A new interrupt will be handeled *1
case INT_DETECT:
rowcounter = 0;
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcountJ) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcountJ) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ) = 0;
Address [chipcountJ [OJ = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcountJ);
INTState[chipcountJ = INT_WAITACTIVE;
State[chipcountJ = UP_INTHANDLING;
Trace("Interrupt state = waitactive");
break;

1* Dependent on the kind of interrupt, actions will be taken *1
case INT_WAITACTIVE:
interrupt(chipcount);
break;

} 1* End of INTState
break;

*1

case UP_WRITECPHANDLING:
Trace("State = upwritecphandling");
if (endofcpdatafile == 1) {
Trace("End of cpdata file");
State[chipcountJ = UP_NEWACTIVE;
return;
}

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

Perform action dependent on cpwrite state, which can be: *1
CP _WRITEINIT
Check if master chip is allowed to write *1
CP_WRITEADDR
Give the address where the next row has *1
to be written to
*1
CP_WRITESTART
Write one row of control packet data to *1
the memory
*1
CP_WRITEEND
Decide if at least one more row has to
*1
be written into the memory, of if the
*1
bitmap has to be given
*1
CP_WRITEWAIT
If slave chip, wait until master finished*1
CP_WRITEBITMAP
If master chip, then write a bitmap to
*1
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the Control Packet Destination Register
Transmit the control packet

switch (CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount]) {
case CP_WRITEINIT:
Trace(Il cp write state: writeinit");
if «ExtSpex==2) I I (IntSpex==2)) slaves=TRUE;
for (count=1;count<ExtSpex/2;count++) {
if (master[chipcount] == TRUE) {
Trace("master is true");
if (slaveready[count] == TRUE) {
slaves = TRUE;
Trace("slaves is set to TRUE");
}
}
}

if «slaves == TRUE) I I (chipcount%2 != 0))
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount] = CP_WRITEADDR;
break;

/* read the address out of the Table Address Register */
case CP_WRITEADDR:
Trace(Il cp write state: writeaddr");
if «ExtSpex == 2) && (IntSpex == 1)) {
Trace ("step[chipcount]: %d
(chipcount: %d)Il,
step[chipcount], chipcount);
switch (step[chipcount]) {
case 0: addr[chipcount] [0] = 0;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0; break;
case 1: addr[chipcount] [0] = 0;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 1; break;
case 2: addr[chipcount] [0] = 2;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0; break;
case 3: addr[chipcount] [0] = 2;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 1;
}
}

else if «ExtSpex == 4) && (IntSpex -- 1)) {
switch (step[chipcount]) {
case 0: addr[chipcount] [0] = 0;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0; break;
case 1: addr[chipcount] [0] = 2;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0;
}
}
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*/
*/

else if «ExtSpex == 2) && (IntSpex -- 2)) {
switch (step[chipcount]) {
case 0: addr[chipcount] [0] = 0;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0; break;
case 1: addr[chipcount] [0] = 2;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0; break;
case 2: addr[chipcount] [0] = 1;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0; break;
case 3: addr[chipcount] [0] = 3;
addr[chipcount] [1] = 0;
}
}

CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount]=CP_WRITESTART;
break;

/* two steps to write the next rowaddress to written to */
case CP_WRITESTART:
Trace("cp write state: writestart");
if (cpwritecount ==
«chipcount+1)*cpwritecount)/(ExtSpex/(IntSpex*2)))
Trace("cpwritecount: %d", cpwritecount);
cpwriting(chipcount);
break;
case CP_WRITEEND:
Trace("cp write state: writeend");
Trace("cpstep[%d]: %d", chipcount, step[chipcount]);
if ««step[chipcount]+1)*(ExtSpex/2))<4) &&
«(step[chipcount]+1)*IntSpex)<4)) {
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount] = CP_WRITEADDR;
step [chipcount] ++;
Trace("step increased by one");
}

else if (master[chipcount] == TRUE) {
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount] = CP_WRITEBITMAP;
step[chipcount] = 0;
Trace("Read all info for one chip, write bitmap now");
}

else {
slaveready[chipcount] = TRUE;
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount] = CP_WRITEWAIT;
step[chipcount] = 0;
Trace("Read all info for one chip, wait now");
}

break;
case CP_WRITEWAIT:
Trace("cp write state: writewait");
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if (masterready == TRUE) {
CP_WRITESTATE[chipcount] = CP_WRITEINIT;
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
slaveready[chipcount] = FALSE;
}

break;
case CP_WRITEBITMAP:
Trace(" cp write state: writebitmap");
writebitmap(chipcount);
break;
case CP_TMCP:
Trace(lI cp write state: tmcp");
transmitcp(chipcount);
break;

} 1* end switch control packet write state
break;

*1

case UP_REGREADORWRITE:
Trace("State = upregreadorwrite");
if (endoffile[chipcount] == 1) {
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
return;
}

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

START : check if write to read from a register has to be done
UP_NEWWRITEWAIT : wait for ack, which means data is received
by the ARG
UP_NEWREADWAIT : wait for ack, before data can be read from
the lines
UP_NEWWAITACTIVE
wait for ack to go low before new data
can be put on the lines
switch (RegReadWriteState[chipcount]) {
case START:

1* UP_NOOP : No action has to be performed now
1* UP_WRITE: Data has to be written to a register
1*
with the given address
1* UP_READ Data has to be read from a register
1*
with the given address
switch (Nxt_CMD[chipcount]) {

1* No action has to be performed now *1
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*1
*1
*/

*1
*1

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

case UP_NOOP:
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
break;

1* Data has to be written to register with given address *1
case UP_WRITE:
if (LocTime[chipcount] <= Time-OffsetTime[chipcount]) {
Trace("Data is written to a register, LocTime=%d",
LocTime[chipcount]);
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = Nxt_CMD[chipcount];
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_WRITE;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [0];
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]) = Nxt_Data[chipcount];
Data_Read[chipcount] = write(ARG_RegDataOut[chipcount]);
RegReadWriteState[chipcount] = UP_NEWWRITEWAIT;
}

else {
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
}

break;

1* Data has to be read from register with given address *1
case UP_READ:
if (LocTime[chipcount] <= Time-OffsetTime[chipcount]) {
Trace("Data is read from a register, LocTime=%d",
LocTime[chipcount]);
write(ARG_WriteReadOut[chipcount]) = Nxt_CMD[chipcount];
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = UP_READ;
write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]) = Nxt_Adr[chipcount] [0];
Address [chipcount] [0] = write(ARG_RegAddrOut[chipcount]);
NewTime[chipcount] = LocTime[chipcount];
RegReadWriteState[chipcount] = UP_NEWREADWAIT;
}

else {
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
}

break;

} 1* end switch Nxt_Cmd *1
break;

1* Wait for acknowledgement *1
case UP_NEWWRITEWAIT:
if (read(ARG_AckIn[chipcount]) == 1) {
Trace("Time=%d uP[%d] WR AddrO=%ld Addr2=%ld Data=%ld",
Time, chip count , Address [chipcount] [0],
Address [chipcount] [2] , Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
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readregfile(chipcount);
RegReadWriteState[chipcountJ = UP_NEWWAITACTIVE;
}

break;

1* Wait for acknowledgement *1
case UP_NEWREADWAIT:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcountJ) == 1) {
Data_Read[chipcountJ = read(ARG_RegDataln[chipcountJ);
uPOutFileWrite(chipcount);
Trace("Time=Y.d uP[Y.d] RD Addr=y'ld Addr3=Y.d Data=Y.1d",
Time, chipcount, Address [chipcountJ [OJ,
Address [chipcountJ [2], Data_Read[chipcount]);
write(ARG_CMDOut[chipcount]) = 0;
readregfile(chipcount);
RegReadWriteState[chipcount] = UP_NEWWAITACTIVE;
}

break;

1* Wait until acknowledgement is low again
case UP_NEWWAITACTIVE:
if (read(ARG_Ackln[chipcountJ) == 0) {
State[chipcount] = UP_NEWACTIVE;
RegReadWriteState[chipcountJ = START;

*1

}

}

break;
} 1* end switch RegReadWriteState *1
break;
} 1* end switch State *1
1* end of writeorreadregdata function *1

void ClockTick(int itfnr) {
int TotalPrizmas;
for (TotalPrizmas = 0;
TotalPrizmas < g_NrOfPrizma16s; TotalPrizmas++) {
if (read(ARG_Interruptln[TotalPrizmas]) == 1)
INT[TotalPrizmas] = 1;
writeorreadregdata(TotalPrizmas);
}
}

#endif
enddefaultarchitecture(Microprocessor);
select_defaultarchitecture(Microprocessor);
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